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You ng Wild West's Double Shuffle
OR, THE CELEBRATION AT BUCKHORN RANCH
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTE R !.-Back To Buckhorn .
"Is there anythhg around here, Hoss?"
The ·spi!aker was Young- Wild West, the wellknown Boy Hero and Champion Deadshot of the
West, and the question was asked of Hoss
Thompson , manager of Buckhorn Ranch, that
was situated in southern Texas, on a bank of
. the Rio Grande. With his two part:i.ers and the
g-irls who traveled with him in 'Search of exciteuient and adventure , the handsome young deadshot had come down to see how things were getting- alon'g at the ranch, which he was the owner
· of. As was usually the case, the appearanc e of
our friends at the ranch was unexpecte d, and
Hoss Thompso::i could har,dly believe his eyes
when he recognize d the party.
Right here we may as well state that the
companio ns of the dashing young deadshot who
had made himself famous for his daring exploits
and strict adherence to the right while assistingin the great work of civilizing that part of the
country that was called the Wild West at the
time of which we write, were Cheyenne Charlie,
t110 scout, and his wife, Anna: Jim Dart, a true
boy of the West, a-:i.d his sweethea rt, Eloise Gardner; Arietta Murdock, the golden-ha ired sweetheart of Young Wild West himself, and two
Chin.amen who were brothers, named Hop Wah
and Wing Wah, acting in the capacity of servants. As might be supposed, they were all well
mounted.
:After .greeting them all in true Texas fashion,
Hoss Thompso n turned his atte-:i.tion to our hero,
and then it was that the question was asked him
if there was anything new to be found in that
vicinity.
"Well, there ain't much new/' said the manager
. of Buckhorn Ranch, with a shake of the head.
"But I s'pose there is, too, when I come to think
· of it. The ra-:i.ch next to ours has been sold
ag-'in, an' a man named George Snodgras s has
g-ot it. They call this feller Oily George, 'cause
he's got a way of always havin' his hai;r full
of bear's grease an' smoothed down an' parted in
the ,middle, an' he wears a necktie, too. He's
named the ranch the Elite, though there ain't no
one around here as k:i.ows jest what that means.
, Sorter high-tone d, though, I s'pose, 'cause he
tries to make himself that way, though I will
' say that he's putty smart at the business of rais. In' cattle."

"That's about all there is now, then, Hoss?"
our hero asked.
"Yes, I s'pose it is. Things has been ~nnin'
alonJ? miJ?hty fine sbce you was here afore. I
ain't heard of no one losin' any cattle or rustlin',
an' except for the spell of dry weather we had
I s'pose you could call it about the best season
we've ever had here. I'm glad you have come
down, an' I'll see to it that the boys git un a
biJ? celebration.. It's about time we had one at
Buckhorn , anyhow."
"You kin bet your life it is, Hoss," Cheyen:1e
Charlie, the scout, called out. "I'm iest itchin'
to git a g-ood chance at a real old-fashio ned
sl;uffle. "There's that big room in the house what
km be cleaned out of its furniture, an' we kin
have one of the big-g-est dances there that ever
was."
"We'll leave that all to Hoss, Charlie," Wild
observed, as he nodded to the scout. "We'll class
ourselves simply as visitors, and if he feels like
gettinl!: up something- to entertab us while we're
here he can do so."
"Hooray! " yelled Thompson , as he waved his
hat over his head. "We're g-oin' to have a big
celebratio n at Buckhorn Ranch, .an' I'll tell vo11
rig-ht now that it's going to be called Young V\'ild
West's Double Shuffle. Shuffle ain't enough, yo11
see. It's g-oin' to be a double shuffle."
This provoked a laug-h, for none of them could
quite u:1derstan d where the shuffle part came in.
"Wl,ere were you heading- for when we met
you, Hoss?" Wild asked, as the manager was
looking- off to the left.
"I was goin' over to the post-office. You didn't
stop at the Creek, did yer?"
"No, we happened to be a little further to the
north, so we came rig-ht on down over the
rang-e."
"Well, I s'pose I'll have to g-o on over, 'cause
Stella wants a few little things from the store.
an' I've got a letter to mail what .she's wrote to
a cousin in Arkansas ."
"All rig·ht, go ahead.' It wo:1't take you lonl?
to make the distance to Sl'lort Creek. It's only
about five miles from the ranch, I know. We'll
ride on down to the house and give Stella a sur·
prise.
"All rig·ht," and Hoss waved his hat and then
started his broncho off at a J?allop. The house
and buildings belonging- to Buckhorn Ranch were
hidden from view by a strip of timber that lav
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about' a mile from the river. You::li? Wild West
"Yes,
where I'm headintt for. Got a little
and his friends knew that as soon as they round- business that's
over there, you know. Want to try and
ed the bend of the piece of woodland they would hire a couple
men. Two of my cowboys quit
.c;ee them less than a mile away. They rode yesterday and ofI'm
a little shorthanded. Maybe
along the trail, which they had just struck be- I'll stop when
I come back a::1d have a little talk
fore meeting Hoss Thompson , and in a very short with you."
time they rounded the timber.
"All right, you're welcome to do that."
Just as they were having a 2'.00d look at the
Then Snodgras s smiled in a killing sort of way
old familiar spot a horseman was noted ridbg at the P-irls,
ouite a Ion.I!." .!!."lance at Young
toward them from the east. But as he drew Wild West's taking
sweethea rt, Arietta.
nearer Cheyenne Charlie shru£ged his shoulders
He turned as if to go, but suddenly looked
and said:
around again and said:
"That fellow don't belong to Buckhorn Ranch,
"Excuse me for sayini? it, but I think you f<1ran' I'll bet on it."
1?ot to introduce me to your friends, You::1g Wild
"We didn't ask Hoss if he has any new men at West."
work, Charlie," the young deadshot retorted. "It
"That's so. Excuse me, Mr. Snodgras s."
might be o:1e of the cowboys."
Then the boy ouicklv
each of his com"I think I can guess who it is, Wild," Arietta panions. The ranchman named
did not appear to take
Murdock spoke up, quickly.
much notice of Charlie arul Jim, but the girls
"Go ahead and guess, then, Et."
came in for a lot of attention.
"The new ranchman ."
"I'll stop when
come back. Good-by! " he
"By Jingo! I believe you have hit it, little called out, and then I rode
away.
girl. I wasn't thinking of him myself. All right,
"Well, what do you thbk of Mr. Snodgras s?"
we'll ride along a little slowly, for the turn to Young Wild West asked,
as he turned, laughing
go down to the house is just ahead."
loudly, to the girls.
They all brought their horses down to a walk,
"I think he's a fool," the scout's wife retorted,
and proceeded along, keepbg their gaze directed quickly.
upon the approachi ng horseman , who was riding
"An' a blamed fool at that," Charlie added,
at a swift gallop as though he was in a hurry.
sharply.
·
He came within hailing distance just as 'they
"I'm inclined to think that way, too," Jim Dart
were ready to turn to go toward the river, where spoke up. "He said that if there was no exthe house and outbuildin gs could plainly be seen citement around here :-:ome might be made, and,
now, in spite of the fact that there were ma::1y in my opinion, he's just the one to start it gotrees growing along the edge of the stream.
ing."
"How are you, stranger? " the young deadshot
"All 1·ight, boys," and the young deadshot
called out, in his cool and easy way, as he turned again laughed. "We'll let it go at that. Come on.
the sorrel stallion so he was facing the horse- Let's ride on down to the 'house and give Stella
man.
Thompson · a J!,"e::1uine surprise. Never mind the "Good-aft ernoon, ladies and irentlemen ," came two heathens. They'll get there a little later."
Away the six dashed, leaving Hop and Wing
the reply, and then up came the rider with a
dash, bringing in his broncho with a quick jerk behind with the two loaded pack-hors es they were
and showing that he was well used to the saddle leading.
Straight for the house the party rode. and
and that mode of riding.
His hat was in his hand now, and he was bow- when they were vet a coµple of hundred yards
ing right and left. The drls could not help smil- away a woman appeared on the porch, waving
ing, for there was no doubt but that he was an apron a s a bag of welcome.
"There's Stella!" Arietta exclaimed , joyfully.
George S::1odgrass, the new owner of the ad.ioinin.!!: ranch. His hair, which was almost .iet black, "I'm sure she is very glad to see us."
"Hip Jii!" a voice shouted behind them.
was parted in the middle and pJ.astered down
Wild tumed and saw Hop Wah poi:::itin_g· back
with some sort of grease, and a bright red neckupon the trail. Then he noticed that George
tie showed at his throat.
"YOUD.JI." Wild West, I reckon?" the man said , Snodg-ras s was comiJ1g- back, and was following
after he had bowed right and left to all hands, them clirectl:v to the hquse.
"Chanl!:ed his mind, I reckon," the young deadwith the exception of the two Chinamen .
"You have got that right, stranJ?:er. I, take it shot said, nodding to his companio ns. "Well, if
that fellow gets a little too fre sh I reckon we'll
that you are Mr. Snodgrass ."
"Yes, that's- who I am," a:1d th<"- fellow showed have to give him a call."
There was a g·e:ieral nod of approval at this,
no little surprise. "How did you · knaw that?''
"Well, we heard somebo.dy talking· about you, and then they all rode up to the house and dismounted, only to be welcomed in a genuine Westand that's how I guessed who you were."
"Oh, that's it, eh? That accounts for it, then. ern way by the wife of the manager.
I'm Geotge Snodg;rass, and I own the Elite
Ranch, which adjoills Buckhorn . I reckon you'll
find me a good nei~hbor, Young Wild West. for
I always try to do the square thing. Of comse, CHAPTE R 11.-Che:v enne Chariie and Hop Wah
I'm :iot fitted out as well as you are here, but
Make a Wage;r.
give me time and I'll have one of the finest
stock ranches in all Texas. I came here to stay,
"That 11ew neighbor of ours is comin' here, I
anci I expect to make money.''
see," Stella Thompson said, as she turned to
"Glad to hear it, Mr. Snodgrass . Goin.I!." over lead the girls bto the house.
"I wonder what
to ~~hort Creek, I s1Jnpose ?"
he kin wan t?"

/
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"We met him out there on the trail and had in' to tell you what it is. Well, Hop's one of
Quite a' little conversation with him," Young- Wild 'em, anyhow. He kin do the funniest a:i.' tnost
'\\'est's sweetheart answered, as she turned and puzzlin' thing-s that a human bein' ever seen.
saw Snodgrass rapidly approaching·. "He said he Then, ag-'in, he's jest as full of fun as an eg-g- is
was going to Short ICJ:eek, but evidently he has full of meat. Speakin' of egg-s, why, he kin
changed his mind about it."
take one that's fresh laid, or even if it's a little
"Oh! Most like y he wants to talk with you. stale, an' hatch a chicke:i. from it rig·ht in your
He's g·ot m9i;e. i!: b than a:w man I ever seen, own hat. If I was a bettin' man I'd g·o vou a
anyhow. Alw . s bowin' an' smirkin' at the wo- hundred dollars on it right now that he kin do it.
men folks , too. Some folks call him a dude. but But I ain't a bettin' man," she added, laughing-ly,
I don't think so."
"nor I don't suppose I'm a bettin' woman, either,
This caused a ripple of laughter, and bv the \ so there won't be no bet made. But Hop kin do
time it had ceased the i-anchman rode uo and it, jest the same, a:i.' if you have got any doubts
brought his broncho to a halt, exactly in the about if maybe Cheyenne Charlie .
out UP a
same fashion as he had done at the fir t meeting- hundred on it."
with our friends. Then leaving- the ranchman standing bv his
"Tryi:1' to show off a little, I reckon," was horse, Stella nodded to the g-irls and walked into
Cheyenne Charlie's comment, as he nodded to the house.
•
Jim Dart. "Thinks he's somethin'· mig·hty good
"Goin' to put your horses away, I suppose?"
with a horse."
SnodgTass ventured, as he nodded to our hero.
"Well. I decided to stop here a · few minutes
"Yes, I reckon it's about the proper thbir to
before I went over to the Creek," said Snod- do," was the reply.
g-rass, as he dismounted. "I thoug·ht maybe some
"AU rig·ht, g-o right ahead. I'll set here under
of you might· want to send word over there, or this tree till you come back."
somethin'. Awful nice day," he added. "Putty
Wild and his partners started to lead the anihot, though," and he mopped his brow with a mals after the ' two Chiname,i.
red cotton lrandkerchief.
"Hop," said the scout, a broad _g-rin on his face
"Velly nicee day, so be," Hoo Wah, who hap- as the Chinaman started to assist his brother to
pe:i.ed to be pretty close to him just then. an- carry the camping- outfit to a building- close at
swerecl.
hand, "I'd like to bet you five dollars th.at YOU
"Who was speakin' to you, heathen?" Snod- can't do a sartin thing afore we g·it awav from
e.-rass asked, half ang-rily, as he flashed a quick Buckhorn Ra:i.ch ?"
·
e.-lance .at the Chinaman.
"Whattee lat, Misler Charlie?" the Chinaman
"Me thlinkee you allee samee ·speakee to evely- answered, quickly-, as he looked keenly at him.
body .• so be. You velly nicee Melican man. Put
"You seen the oil on that g-aloot's hair, didn't
l)lenty idease on you hair. Lookee vellv fine. Me ver ?"
likee vou."
"Me see velly muchee, Misler Charlie."
"They call him Oily Geor,re. Hop," Stella said,
"Got it olastered on so thick that the hair lays
with a lau.12:h. "That's the nickname the boys rig·ht down close to his skull. don't it?"
have g·iven him around here. Sorter looli;s· it,
"Lat light, Misler Charli~."
do:i.'t he?"
"Well, I'll bet you five dollaTs that you can't
"Lat light, Missee Stella. Allee samee plenty find -a way to make his hair stand up straight
an' keep it that way for a while."
oil. so be. Shinee in m'il sun vellv muchee."
The manag·er's wife broke into a fit of laug-hter,
The expectant g-rin on the heathe:i.'s face
and the rest could not help joininJ;!.' in.
brig-htened up, and, with an approving- nod. ex"Well, I'll be blamed!" exclaimed Snodg-rass, claimed:
looking- somewhat sheepish. "You're all -laug:hin'
"Me takee lat bet, Misler Charlie. Misler Wild
at what that heathen said, ain't you?"
· will holclee um stakes."
"Hop kin make anybody laug-h," Stella re"All rig·ht, here she g-oes!" and the scout was
torted, straig-hte:i.ing· out her face as much · as not long- in fishing· a five-dollar g-old-piece from
she could. "Wait till vou irit acquainted with one of his pockets.
him, Mr. Snodg·rass, Tl1ey call him Young- Wild
Wild was not .a little amused by the wag·er,
West's clever Chinee, an' they've g·ot g·ood reason and he took Hop's five dollars, also, at the same
to do it, too . Do you know what kind of a time saving·:
heathen he is?"
"Now, then, it is u:i.derstood that you are to
make Snodgrass' hair stand up straig-lit, and that
"A oretty sassy one, I'd say."
"Maybe he is a little sassy, but if you knowed you have to do it before we leave Buckhorn. Is
him putty well you would think he was the best that the bet?"
one you ever set eyes on. Hop Wah 'is somethin'
"Lat lig-ht, Misler Wild. Me fixee, so be."
far above the ordbary run of heathens. He's
"All rig·ht, then. I'll remember it, and I'll turn
what you call a magician. That's it, ain't it. the money over to the winner when the proper
Anna?" and she turned inouiring-ly to the scout's time comes."
wife.
Probably the scout knew that Hop was a sort
"Yes, that rig·ht, Hop is a mag-ician," was the of chemist as well as a mag-ician, and he havingretort.
.
so many mysterious ing-redie-:1ts of both a liquid
"You know what a mag-ician is, don't you, Mr. and powder always in his possession, he might
Snodg·r.ass ?" Stella questioned.
use one or more of them to attain the object.
"I oug·ht to. I've traveled the whole country
Anyhow, he was more than willine,- to 1)art with
over a whole lot, and I've seen some of 'em b mv five dollars to see such a thin_g- done, so there is
time."
no doubt but that he wanted to lose the wairer.
"All right, then. There ain't no use in me tryHe tried to talk with Hoo about it, but the

will
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Chinaman shook his head antl declared that he
would fix thbg-s before thev left the place.
"Go on over to the house," Jim Dart suggested. "That fellow looks prettv lonesome there
under the tree. I wonder whv the girls havn't
come out?"
The three walked back to the porch, and just
then Stella came out with a tin cup full of milk.
"Here vou are, Mr.· Snodgrass," she said. smiling-h·. "I !!'uess you are thirsty."
"No hurry, Mrs. Thompson," the ranchman
1·etorted, as he bowed in a wav that v,as meant
to be g-racef.ul. "That milk will certainly taste
all the sweeter because it was handed to me bv
one of the best-lookb' women for miles around."
"Pshaw! don't talk like a fool!"
A;; she said this, Stella pushed the milk toward him. and the cup struck the hand that was
reaching- for it and caused it to upset.
The white fluid streamed all over his coat. and
Snodgrass turned red as a beet when a bu1st of
• laughter went up from Young Wild West and
his partners.
"Excuse me. Mr. Snodgrass," Stella said, for
really she had not' intended to do it. "Jest take
this a:1' wipe ~-ourself off."
Then she quickly untied her apron and tossed
it to him.
The ranchman did as directed, and takinl! back
tl1e apron and emptv cup, Stella returned to the
house.
She came out presentlv with another cup of
milk, and this time Snodg·rass received it in the
proper wav.
"I'm ;;orrv I can't ask you folks to drink with
me " he said, as he raised the cuo to his mouth.
u'rn have some fresh buttermilk 'for them i:1
about ten minutes. The woman will be done
churnin' by that time," the manager's wife said.
"I know \Vile!. Charlie an' Jim like nothin' better
than a good drink of buttermilk when thev kin
g-it it fre::;h. They don't git it very often, e)ther,
'cause sometimes it's weeks afore thev strike a
ranch. They're all the time ha:1g-in' around minin' camps an' sich like to find somethin' to e:ive
'em work to do. You have heard enough about
Young Wild West an' bis pards to know what
they're generally up to, I reckon, 1Ir. Snodgrass."
"Yes, I've heard a whole lot about them. One
of the men working for me knows them well
when he sees them, and he's told me ma:1v of
the things they have done. He has told me how
thev're always trvin' to establish law and order
anci hunt down all sorts of criminals, from bad
Indians to scalawag white men. It's a mightv
.e:ood thing to do. If I could affanl it I'd strike
in doing it myself. But in order to make a good
living a:1d accumulate a pile, most of us have
11:ot to stick to our work. Youn11: Wild West and
his pards are very rich as I've heard. That surely
makes all the difference in the world. I ain't
i-ich, and nowhere .near it, though in two oi- three
vears from now, if things go right, I expect to
have a comfortab-le nest-egg laid awav."
At that moment the sounds of some one
i::t1umminit upon a guitar came to the ears of
thoi:;e i:1 front of the ranch-house, and the next
moment a ::Uexican came strolling around the corner of the building, the instrument in his hand
ai,u a ci~arette in his mouth.

"Hello, Mike!" Cheyenne Charlie called out.
g-rinning as he stepped toward him .
,
"How do, Senor Charlie?" the neon reolied, and
then the two shook hand .
Then Mike, .iruitar in hand, approached Wild
and Jim, who also 11:reeted him in a similar
fashion.
"You folks seem to recognize about everv one
you meet, it seems," observed Snodgrass. "For
my part, I couldn't have anvthbg to do in a
social way with a greaser or a Chinaman."
"We don't all th.ink alike in that respect, :\fr.
Snod•rrass," Wild answered, rather coolly. "Of
cour.;e, I can tell by your appearance that ,·ou
are somewhat of a high-toned nature. But that
is all right. Here in the West and Southwe~t
we alwa,·s take folks as we find them. Mike is
nothing but a poor Mexica::i, I know, but he mu;.t
be all ril?'ht or Hoss Thompson wouldn't keep him
here at the ranch so 101111:."
"Oh, he's all right in his place. But I dich1·t
P1ea,, anything," and the ranchman tried to smile
it off.
Hop and Wing came along- just then, a:1d they
were verv cordiallv received bv the peon.
Wing did not remain but a m.inute or two, and
went on around to the kitchen.
But Hop was delighted to be in the company
of his old friend, the greaser. and he made up
l1is mbd to have a little fun right then and
there, and that Oily George, as he had been nicknamed, was to be the victim.

CHAPTER III.-Hop and Mike Haye a Little
Disagreement.
"Mike, me likee play lillee tune, so be," Hop
said, as he reached for the guitar the Mexican
was holding in his hand.
"You no play da g-uitar, Hop," was the reply.
"You want tQ break so me no play."
"No, Mike, me velly goodee Chinee. Me showee
vou somethling."
Reluctantly the Mexican handed the instrument to him. Hop wept over and took a seat on
the grass close to Oily George, who sneered in a
contemptuous sort of way, but quicklv chang·e<l
it to a laugh. The clever Chinee picked upon the
string-s with one hand, as though he was trying
to find out if the guitar was in tu::ie.
Presently Hop started in with both hands,
running- his fingers up and down and twang-in!?
away with his thumbs at a great rate.
It was not music, it was simply the i;ort of
olaying that a little child who had never seen
a guitar before might have do:ie.
"Me forgittee, so be," the heathen declared,
sadly, and then his face broke into a smile and,
turning to the ranchman, he addeJ:
"Maybe vou plav, Misler Oily George."
"No, I don't play," was the reply, while a
frown darkened the brow of the man. "See here,
heathen, I don't like to be called Oilv George, e!;pecially from you."
"Allee light, Misler Snodgrass. ~e makee lillee
mistakee. Me velly muchee so!ly. You plav lillee
tune."
A;; he said this Hoo turned the guitar uPsi,le-rlow--i, pulling aside a couple of :;trings a&
he did so.
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The result was that something- alive jumped
Wild and Jim laughed at this, and the scout
out of the opening- in the face of the 1!.'Uitar and reddened and refrained from saying anythinl?"
more.
landed plump into the lap of Snodgrass.
It was a full-g-rown mouse, a harmless little
They all we:it into the house now at the in~
creature, to be sure, but the sudden sight of it vitation of Stella, and soon they were enjoying:
caused the ranchman to utter a cry and leap themselves in the old-fashioned way.
to his feet . The mouse ran up to his shoulder
It was about the middle of the afternoon when
and then tried to hide itself at the back of his they arrived at the ranch, so Stella had to exneck, while Oily Georg-e jumped about to k:1ock cuse herself so she might go to the kitchen and
it off. Younl!.· Wild ·West and his partners could assist the hired woman to make preparations for
not help laug-hing, and the:i Mike joined in. the supper. So at present there was nothi:ig- for
t houg-h he seemed to be fearful that Hop might Wild and his partners to do but to go outside and
injure his musical instrument. He ran over and look around. They strolled along- the bank of
took possession of it, and then while Oil\' George the river for about half a mile, and then seeing
foul!.·ht to free himself of the little mouse he nothing- to interest them, turned and we:it back.
struck up a · uvel v tune.
As they neared the bunk-house, which was lo"Whattee mattee?" Hop called out, as thoug·h cated about a hundred yards from the house, they
he was dismayed. "Um lillee mousee allee samee heard voices inside.
in um guitar. Lat velly stlange. Whattee you
Cheyenne Charlie instantly pricked up his ears.
tly to do, Mikee '? You wan tee makee fun with
"I know who's there," he said, in a whisper.
Oily George, so be?"
"It's Hop and the g-reaser. I'll bet they're b
"-Stop dat, Hop," the peon retorted. ·"You verra some kind of a gamblin' game. Mike kin g-it
well k:iow dat you make da fw1. You put da teached a lesson every day, but it never does
mouse in da guitar when you pull the strings him an v good. He knows as well as he knows
away. · Then you null the string-s awav again anything· that he don't stand no show to win
and let da mouse jump out on da man. You money from Hop. I recko:i we had better do a
make verra much joke, Hop. You verra smart little spyin', boys."
Chinee."
Wild and Jim were ag-reeable. They knew the
"Take it off!" cried Snodg-rass, excitedly, for scout was about right in his conjecture, so they
the mouse seemed to have no inclination of followed him softly to a small window at the
leaving- him.
,
end of the building where the cowboys employed
"Me ketchee," Hop answered, a:id he ran to at the ranch slept when thev were not out upon
him and ouicklv seized the mouse, causing- it to the rang-e.
·
SQueal at a great rate.
Sure enough, Hop Wah and Mike, the peo:i.
The little rodent disappeared somewhere upon were
sitting at a table, playing- cards.
his. person as if by magic. and then, shaking- his
Within reach of them was a bottle and two tin
}mad sadly, he exclaimed:
cups, and it was easy to guess that the bottle
"Velly funny. Me no undelstandee."
contained liquor. One of Hop's failing-s was that
The ranchman, seeinl!.· that Wild, Charlie a:id he
had an over-fondness for whisky, which he
Jim were still lauJ?.·hinl!.·, became very ang-ry.
always called tanglefoot. Watch him as thev
"If I had known I was to be made the butt might,
they could :iever catch him with liou?r
of a joke I wouldn't have come back here." he in his possession
while thev were traveling- or m
declared.
camp.
"Don't be so angry, Mr. Snodg-rass," said Wild.
But they all knew that he had undoubtedly
"Eve:i if it was a joke, what good will it do produced the bottle, which was now upon the
vou if vou g-et mad about it?"
table.
. "There's log-kin what vou say, I reckon," Oily
"You cheat ·me. Hop," they heard the Mexican
George answered, forcing a smile. "But I think say, as he looked at the Chinaman . wrathfully.
I'll go anyway. I can't bear to have the ladies "You promised me <lat you no cheat."
laug-h at me, and they certainly will when they
"Me ;io cheatee, Mikee.
You makee velly
hear about it. Good-afternoon. I hope vou'll bigee
mistakee, so be. If you ketchee me cheatee
certainly call and see me before you leave Buck- ;vou tellee
me. Len me givee you um bundled
horn, Young- Wild West. Be sure to bring the dollee."
·
ladies with you when you come, too."
"Me 110, ketch 'you, Hop;·) JUt me k:iow you
"All rig-ht. Probably I will."
,
cheat.',..c
sn...- vr rri;nt ""
The:i the ranchman, his face rather red, turned
"Allee H'_2Y reported ~)a'y some more, len."
to his horse and, mounting rode away, after
Hop · pusl1l.1,foli:11,tti 0 The cards and then calmly
looking- vainly for a sight of the girls, who had
poured some liquor from the bottle into one of
failed to come out of the house.
Oily George was just disappearing- behind the the tin cups. Havfog done this, he put the cork
-patcli. of timber when the girls and Stella came in the bottle and then slipped it under his loosefittbg jacket into a pocket that was amply large
out upon the porch.
enough to contain it.
"Has he gone, Charlie?" Anna asked.
"Velly g-oodee luckee, Mikee," he said, as he
"I reckon he has, gal," was the reply. Good
placed the tin cup to his lips.
riddance to him, too."
"Oh, I hardly thbk he meant any harm."
He swallowed the liquor and placed the cup on
"Maybe he didn't, but I don't like him, jest the the table, while Mike looked on reproachfully.
same. · I want you to keep away from him if he
"You no treat me, Hop," he said, after a short
comes around ag'in. If you don't he'll try to silence. "You g-et mad because you no win all <la
make love to you, or somethin' like that, an' money me g-ot. Me only have four dollars, sevt hen I'll smash him in the jaw."
enty cents. You take all but da seventv ce:its.
-V
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Me got to keep dat to buy tobacco to make da
cigarette. Pay-cla,· no come till two ·weeks."
"You wan tee lillee dlink, Mike?"
"Sure, Hop. Verra good whisky you brinl!' to
Buckhorn Ranch."
"Allee light. We chuckee um dice for seventy
cents. Len we havee Jillee dlink of tanglefoot."
Mike shook his head, but after thi:1kin_g a moment he rather reluctantly drew the change he
possessed from bis pocket and Placed it on the
table. He counted it over carefully and declared
that there was just seventy cents there.
"Me puttee upee um dollee, Mike," Hop said ,
and he quickly did so. "Me wantee 1dvee vou
velly goodee chance, so be. Me no wantee win
vou money." The peon acted very much as
though he doubted the truth of the assertion.
But he was willbg to go ahead and throw dice,
for it seemed that he had a mania for gambling,
and could not resist the temptation, even when
he knew he stood little or no chance to win.
Hop p1·ocluced the dice, of course.
Hop produced Mike to throw first, and when
the three little cubes rolled out upon the table
and fourteen was counted, the :Mexican g-ot up
and executed a few steps of ·a jig.
"Lat velly goodee thlow, Mike," Hop said ,
!Shaking his head as though he had his doubts
about beating it. "Me havee tly velly muchee
hardee, so be."
Then, right before the eves of the Mexican, he
changed the dice for three others, which we1·e
concealed in the palm of his hand.
He rolled them out upon the table and two
sixes and a five came up.
"Too bad, Mike," Hop said, blandly. "You
Josee allee you ·m oney."
But Mike was not going- to let it 1to that way.
He knew something of the Chbaman's tricks,
and he quickly nabbed for the dice and suc.
ceeded in getting one of them.
"Ah!" he exclaimed, his eyes flashing with triumph. "Da same old trick. You got da dice with
only fives and six~s on them. You cheat, Hop.
Me win da money."
But it was too late now, for alreaciy the clever
· Chinee had taken the money from tlie board and
dumped it bto one of his pockets. •
"Mike," he said, persuasively, reaching for the
dice the Mexican was holding in his hand, "you
allee samee givee me um dice. Lert · me givee
you um dlink of tanglefoot." _
"Me keep cla dice:''\ ·:was the ·1"e11l.y. "Y oii. cheat
{Q'uar~}vith
and take all da monef~ ''--'~+' r,,r ~
you. Me tell You1ii? \ _to establ~s11_ al .~f" .
"You allee samee foot:- of crnmna .~ no g1vee
me um dice me lickee y~. ID'N1..:f ~-htee allee
,
~
samee likee Melican man."
"Me fight like da Mexican bravo," was the reply, . and they both became rather angry at the
same moment, it seemed.
They faced each other a::id stood waiting, and
our three friends, peerin~ through the window,
enjoyed it hugely, especially Cheyenne Charlie.
"I reckon it's about time we put a stop to this
thing, boys," the young deadshot said, in a
whisper.
"Hold on a minute, Wild," Charlie pleaded.
"Let 'em have a round or two. It won't hurt 'em
much. I'd just like to see that greaser give Hop
a good punch in the nose an' make it bleed a

ry:

little. He sartinly is desen:in' of it. He's
cleaned the fool out of all the money he had, .i est
.
the same as he always does."
''That's right, too, Charlie, but he knows pretty
well that he won't be pern.1ittecl to keep it. Don·t
we always make him giye Mike his money
back?"
"Yes, when the greaser tells about it."
"He always tells about it, for his wages are so
small that he won't lose anything, not whe:i
there's a chance to prevent it. But let them
Come on around to the
fight it out, anyhow.
door. We'll get a better chance to see them,
maybe."
Charlie and Jim followed the boy around to
the front of the bunk-house.
The door was wide open, and the two ang-ry
ones inside were standing a little to the left, still
facing each other a:id each waiting for the other
to begin · hostilities.
"You wantee fightee me, Mike?" Hop asked,
after a rather long silence.
"Me Jrive you cl~ black eye verra ouick, Hop!"
was the retort.
"Allee light. You hittee ,me. You say :mu
Jickee me, so you hit first. l\1ike, you -allee samee
fool. You no wantee fightee."
--Evidently the peon thought he was weakenin.lf,
for he took a step forward and made a motion
as though to strike a blow.
Hop stepped back hurriedly, and the::i Yery
ouickly he pulled from under his jacket the bii;r,
old-fashioned six-shooter he invariably carried
with him.
"Holclee uppee you hands, Mike!" he called out,
dramatically. "Me allee samee likee Young· Wild
West. Me velly smartee Cninee. Puttee hqle
thlough you and makee you die velly ouickee."
"Me no afraid of <la gun," declared Mike, boi'dly. "You shoot da red and da green fire from
<la gun. You no kill cla flv. Put <la gun awav or
me cut da pigtail off."
Then the greaser urocluced an ugly-lookingk::iife, which caused Hop's face to pale slightly.
"Stoppee lat, Mike!" he called out. "Me only
havee lillee fun, so be. Me no wantee shoote·e
you."
"Give me da four dollar and sevent,, cents,''
the peon commanded, for he must have felt that
he was now master of the situation.
He raised the knife, menacingly, and Hop took
another step back.
He knew pretty well that he could not frighte~
the Mexican with the big revolver. It was loaded,
but there were no bullets in the chambers. and
should he fire a shot a stream of colored fire
would fly from the muzzle and do little or no
harm. He did not like the looks of the knife, but
certainly did not mean· to give up the money.
"You wantee lillee dlink of tanglefoot. Mike?"
he asked, as he produced the bottle and held it
out, bvitingly.
Mike hesitated a moment, and then, not beingable to withstand the temptation, _reached for the
bottle. At that moment Young Wild West pulled
a revolver from his belt, and, taking a quick aim,
pressed the tri.1ni:e1·. Crack! As the report ran,r
out the bottle flew into fragments, the contents
and some of the broken glass falli::1g upon Hoo
and the Mexican.
"Hip hi!" :veiled the Chinaman. wi!Jly,
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"Stop da shooting!" cried Mike, and then both
ran behind the table to hide tbemselves.
Wild coollv walked into the bunk-house, followed bY Charlie and Jim. Then Hop and Mike
knew right away who had fired the shot.
"Evelvthling allee light, Misler Wild," the
clever Chi::lee said, running· to meet him. "Me
givee Mike um four dollee and seventv cents, so
be. Me only havee liBee fun."
"See that you do it right away, . then," was the
stern retort.
Hop's face was now wreathed in smiles, and he
Quickly produced the money he had won from the
peon and handed it to him.
"Me verra much obliged, Hop." Mike said, as
t hough he wa. really grateful for it. "We be
friends all da time."
"Lat light, Mike. Shakee hands."
When the two did this Cheye:me Charlie rushed
in, and before they could g·et out of the way he
administered a sound kick to each of them.
It was just then that four of the cowbovs belonging to the ranch came riding up, and Wild
and his partners promptly went autside to greet
t hem.

Wild then Questioned the cowbovs about the
woman, but could g-et nothing- further from them.
What they had heard was rather vag-ue, but there
was enoup-h to it to make it appear Quite plausible.
"I reckon we'll have to investigate this matter,
boys," our hero said. "If the woman is really
looking· for her husba:id I su ppose she oug-ht to
be ·assisted in finding- him."
Then he turned to the cowboys and added:
"You tell all the boys vou meet that if the.v
should happen to come across this woman and
that if they are really satisfied that she is the
wife of our neighbor, they should bring- her rig-ht
here to Buckhorn Ranch. Then we'll ox up a
little surprise for Oily George. Don't forget this.
will YOU?"
"You kin bet we won't forget, Young Wild
\/vest," came the reply. "I kin sorter imagine
that there'll be some fun out of it. I reckon I'll
ride out now an' tell Meeker. He's over at the big
corral, an' he's goin' out to meet the boys on the
range at ~ix o'clock. It won't take me long an'
it's a g·oocl while afore supper-time, anyhow.'"
Then he quickly mounted his broncho, and the
next minute was riding swiftly over the range.
Wild and his partners chatted a little while with
CHAPTER IV.-Oilv George's Wife Appears on · the other three men, and then went to the house to
the Scene.
tell Stella and the girls the bit of news they had
picked up.
·
It happened that the cowboys were old hands,
'.'There!" exclaimed Stella. "Now what do you
a:id when they saw Young Wild West and his thrnk ·o f that? Snodgrass havin' a wife, eh an'
pirtners they · promptly took off their hats and he tryin' to be sich a ladies' man, too. Wen,'
you
,rave a rousing yell.
never kin tell what's goin' to happen."
"Glad to meet you, boys," the young _deadshot
Then she let her hands drop to her sides and
said, as he proceeded. to shake han,1s with them.
shook her head three of four times to add em"How is everything on the range?
it
"Fine!" was the reply. "Come ~own to stay phasis to the expression. The girls looked
in a serious light, too. They wanted to know more..,
a while with us?"
"Only a fe'w days. From what Hoss Thompson about it, but when Wild told them that it was
told us, everything is running along· so smoothly ~-eally onl~ hearsay, after all, they were quite willthat there is little cha:ice for us to find any ex- mg to wait for developments in the case. After
a while Hoss Thompson came back from Short
citement."
"I don't know about that," one of them ob- Creek, and then as it was still nearly an hour beserved as he looked at his companions. "It fore supper-time, he suggested that they go out
sorter' looks to us as though there'll be some and have a look at the bronchos that were conale,I
l1alf a mile from the house. Wild and his partexcitement around here putty soon."
.
ner,, accompanied him, and while they were there
Then he grinned and the others followed sUJt.
"What do you mean?" our hero asked, curi- examining the stock the cowboy who had gone out
ously.
. , '
h'
. , upon the rang·e to deliver \Vild's instructions came
"One of the boYs was te 11 m us t 1s morni:1
riding back. Hoss was as much surpri sed as any
that there's a woinan on her wav here lookin' one when he heard the report that Oily George
for Oily George, the feller what boug-ht the ranch was a maried man, and that his wife was looking
to the east of us. She claims to be his wife. they for him. But he only gTinned, for he looked upon
say an' from what she heard she's one of them the humorou~ side of it right away.
kind of women what kin make a whole lot of
The cowboy reported that he had been unable
trouble for a man when she once irits started."
get any information, but that he had told on~
"Great gimlets!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie. to
the mPn to let the rest know that in ca,,e they
'·What do ~·ou think of that, Wild? That s:1eakin' of
coyote has got a wife. an' he's ·~oin' around happened to come acrO:,s the woman who w"~
smilin' at every 1ml he sees an' partin' his hair hunting for Snoclgrnss, ~he should be b1·oug:1t
in the middle, too, with enough bear's grease dir<'c '; to Buckhorn Ranch.
"They'll fetch her here, Wild," he declared, in a
plastered on it to make a dog sick to even look
positive ,-uit oi w.iy. "lou i.o11 bet. 11 wa . .
aL it."
"All right," was the reply. "That will be the
"There's nothing- so surprising- abc,ut it. Charlie" the bov answered . coolly. "Don't think for proper thing to do.''
"I reckon you're done till to-morrow mornin',
a :1' instant that I had any idea that Oily Ge.11rg·e,
a s he is called, amounted to a great deal. While ain't yer, Danvers?" Huss ~aid to the cowboy.
"Yes, that's right, unles~ there's somethin' what
I wouldn't put him down as a thief, I certainly
made up my mind from the start that there was turns up," was the answer.
"All rie·ht. thPn
Tf vr,11 rlon't mincl vnn kill
aomethinit of the hroocrite in him"
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take a ride over to Yedder's ranch to-nigl'lt an'
engage the fiddle1· to come here to-morrow nig~t.
Yer kin git the acconliort-pla yer, too, an' you ki_n
tell him that between the two of them they'll git
fifteen dollars for p1 .•yin ' for a dance."
''You bet I'll go, Hoss ! But what's goin' on?"
"We're goin' to hold a double shuffle at Buckhorn to-morrow night in honor of Wild an' the
.
rest."
"Have you made the arrangement s already,
Hoss?" Wild inquired, looking at the manage1·
with a smile.
"Yes I reckon I have. I was talkin'· to some of
the pe~ple at the Creek about it, an' everybody
allowed that it wouldn't be too soon to have the
racket to-morrow night. I give out some invitations too an' it's most likely there will be as
man; as twenty to come f~-om the Cr~ek. It don't
make no difference to you 1f we have it to-morrow
.
.
night, does it?"
"Not a bit. You go ahead and fix it up to suit
yourself."
"To-morrow night it is, then. Danvers, you
won't forgit, will you?"
"Not much I won't," the cowboy exclaimed. "I
s'pose it's goin' to be for all hands, ain't it?"
"It sartinly is. If you have got a gal you had
better git word to her about it."
"I've got one all right, an' she's j~st about a s
nice a piece of calico a s kin be found m all Texas,
too. I'll have her on hand to-mon-ow night, a~'
I'll bet that there won't be many there what km
beat her at dancin' the polka. She's sartinly light
on her feet, an' there ain't no mistake about it."
Danvers was so delighted at the prospect of
having a good time on the following night that he
declared he would go right away to hire the
music.
"It's a whole lot better to git the fiddler an'
accordion-pla yer," he observed, as l1e was about
to ride away. "Maybe Mike could do putty well
with that guitar of his, but the music wouldn't
be loud enough. Another thing, if any of the boys
happened to give him a little whisky he would git
too drunk to play. It's better to git the regular
music, I think."
"Of course, it is," Hoss retorted. "I thought
that way all along. You go an' hil-e the music.
Tell 'em it will be fifteen dollars between the two
of 'em. Don't forgit that. It won't be no trouble
to take up a collection among the boys. We'll
have a chicken supper, to be served at eleven
o'clock, too. When I tell Stella about it she will
only be too glad to git a hu &tle on herself. Most
likely the Jrnls ill be willin' to help her out a
little, 'cause there's got to be a lot of chicken
fixed. I'l git Mike to kill 'em jest as soon as we
go back. We've got so many we don't know what
to do with 'em, anyhow, an' we can't git rid of the
eggs."
When the cowboy had gone Wild suggested that
they go back to the house, which they aid, and the
rest of the time before supper wa,, spent in looking over Hoss Thomp on 's accounts, -<vhich were
found to be absolutely conect. The girls. and
Thompson's wife were delighted at the pros pect
of havig 2 dance the following night, and they
all declared that they would do their best to fix up
such a supper as the cowboys were not in the

habit of eating. Hoss always kept a good stock
of eatables at the 1·anch, but even for that there
were several things needed, and Stella was not
long in finding out exactly what they were.
· "You'll have to go over in the mornin' an' git
'em," she declared. "You kin take the buckboard
an' fetch 'em back in a big box. That will be the
best way."
"All ri,ht. If I don't go·myself I'll send some
one else,' was the reply. "You jest make out a
list of what you want an' I'll see to it that the
stuff is here on time." ·
Our friends were not averse to eating ch,.icken
for their supper that evening, eyen though they
knew they would have more of it the following
night. Most of the meat they were in the habit
of eating was from the game they .sl10t while on
their travels, and it would be a fittinS? chans.re.
They all lingere_d rather a Jong time at the
supper-table, and when they finally arose it was
with a feeli11g of deep satisfaction, such as can
only come to a person who ha eaten all he wants,
if not a little more.
Wild and his partners went to the room which
Hoss called his office and sat down to have a
smoke, while the girls helped the mistress of the
house a little.
h about half an hour thev went out upon the
porch and then our hero, with Charlie and Jim,
soon joined them. Hoss came out after a while
and it was not long befo1·e Stella beeame one of
the party. By this time it was gettin.e: dark,
and a cooling breeze was blowing across the
river. There was lots to talk about, and the
conversation was going alonir brisklv whe:i. the
clatter, of hoofs denoted the ilpproach of several
·
horsemen.
"What's up now, I wonder?" Thompson asked,
a s he got upon his feet a:;id went tio the edge
of the porch. "I see as many as half a dozen
comin'," he added, a moment later: "Oh, they're
our boys all right. But no! there seems to be
somebody in petticoats with 'em."
"The woma:i. who is looking for her husband.
maybe," Wild said, in his cool and easv way.
"Great l!'imletsl" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie.
"I wonder if it kin be?"
"It could be, all right," his wife observed.
"Maybe it is." '
Up came the cowboys with their companion,
and when they halted before the porch all hands
saw that there were five of them, and that with
them was a muscular-look in.e: female sittin.it
a stride of a bony broncho.
"Here she is, Hoss," one of the men called out.
"Is Y ou:i.ir Wild West there?"
"Right here," was the reply, and the bov
promptly leaped down upon the ground and approached the group.
"Glad to meet you, Wild," and the man, who
knew him quite well, shook hands with him.
" Danvers said that if we happened to run across
a woman that was lookin' for her husband we
was to fetch her here."
'That's quite right. I s this the lady?"
"Y~. She says her name is Susan Snod_g-rass,
an' that she's traced a runaway hu,;band to the!'e
parts. Been lookin' for him for nigh about a
year, an' only a couple of months ago dicl she
git an inklin' of whPrA ha wa~. The fact is.
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Wild, that she's the wife of Oily George, or she's
' been tellin' us a mig-hty g-host-story."
The young- deadshot assisted the ladv to clismou:it, and when she had done so he saw that
she was not only muscular in apoearance but
.
rather tall in stature.
"You're Mrs. Snodg-rass, then?" he said. with
a nod of the head.
"Unfortunately, I am," was the reply. "Is the
rascal in the house?"
"No, he isn't ·h ere iust now. But if vou take
my advice you'll r emain here with us until he
comes. I think he'll be here some time to-morrow. Surely in the evenbg-, anyhow."
The woman, who appeared to be rather ladylike, in spite of her somewhat masculine appearance, permitted herself to be led into the house.
The cowbo vs took care of her horse. and went off
to the corral with it. Stella and the irirls were
not lo:ig- in l!'etting· acQuainted with Mrs . Snoclg-rass, and they did all they could to make it
pleasant for her. She was permitted to have the
use of soap, water and a towel, and then various
pieces of clothing- were offered her, some of which
s he accepted, declaring· that it was only a loan.
"I had a little outfit in the way of clothing- with
me, but I have :tradually :tot rid of it since I
started to ride over the plains with that bony
horse I bought," she explained. "I am rather
irlad I have got so close to the end of mv fournev.
for I have o:ily about ten dollars left. You see,
I made up my mind I was g·oing- to find him if
I had to travel all over Texas. When I heard he
was in Texas, and that he was located ten miles
from a little village called Short Cheek. I set out
to find Short . Creek. But it seemed that no one
knew just where it was. After a while I found
out, however, and here I am, ready to face
Georg·e Snodg-rass to g·ive him the worst laying
out he ever had in his life. I want vou to all
know," she we:it on, talkinir' rapidly, "that I don't
care a two-cent piece for him. and that I never.
expect to live in anythin:t like happiness with him
again. Still, he is my husband, and he has a
leg-al right to support me."
She kept on talking- volubly until she was
called i:ito the dining· room to get her supper.
But she did not tell much about herself, nor <lid
she condemn the runaway husband any more than
she had already done.

CHAPTER V.-Wild Hears More News .
"What do you intend to do in this matter,
Wild?" Arietta a sked, as the two went out upon
the porch again. "It seems to me you must
intend to invite the rascally ra:ichmen to the
double shuffle, as you call it, to-morrow night."
"You have got it jus '; right, little girl." the boy
answered, with a laugh. "It would be rather
mean not to invite a neighbor to the blow-out,
wouldn't it?"
"Yes, if he were half worthy of it."
"That makes no difference. We'll invite him
to come here just for the purpose of giving- him
the surpi-ise of his life. I reckon there won't be
any trouble b fixing· it up with the woman. She
seems to be pretty cool, and I have an idea she
will fall rjg·ht in with anvthimt we nrrrnn<:,,. T'll
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leave it to you to talk it over with 'h er by and
by."
"Leave it to me, Wild," and the young · deadshot's sweetheart laughed merrily, for at that
moment the humorous side of it was appealing- to
her.
Half an hour later Arietta was alone with M1·s .
. Snodgrass. The two remained that way for the
best part of half a:i hour, and at the expiration
of that time both joined the rest and were evidently very much pleased over somethinir.
"Everything- is all rig·ht, Wild," Arietta said, a s
she went up to her dashing young· lover. "Mrs.
Snodgrass will do her part. But she seems to
.feai- that her husband might not accept the invitation. I've told her about everything we k:iow
of him, and that is why she is of that opinion."
"I would take it just the opposite way," Wild
remarked, nodding- to the woman . .
"If he has .any sense about him he won't want
to come here again after the girls refused to
come out of the house while he was sittinir under
the tree waiting· to g-rin and smirk at them," the
lady declared.
"He ain't got much sense, so you needn't think
that way," the scout observed, with a shrug of
the shoulders. "If I ain't mistaken he'll be
sneakin' around her afore noon to-morrow."
"If he does I won't show myself," was the reply. "I've made up my mind to wait until tomorrow night, and then just as he's getting in
and having a g·ood -time I'll appear to him. Something will happen then, you can be sure, for I
think a good thrashing- is about what he needs ,
and if I am not able to give it to him I'll call
on some one to help me.''
"You kin do it all rig-ht, if you git a g·ood
start," Oharlie declared. "You want to slam
him rig·ht on the nose the first shot. Git it
bleedin', an' then muss him all up. Never mind
if he g-its your clothes tore in the scrimmage. I
reckon there's plenty of dresses here that kin
.
be fixed up to fit you."
This caused a ripple of laughter, though Mrs.
Snodgrass did not join in. Wild wanted to be
sure that it would not leak out so it would reach
the ears of Oily Georg-e that his wife was at
Buckhorn, so he went out to the bunk-house to
tell the cowboys to be sure ' to keep it a secret.
When he got there he found Hop playing poker
with three new hands. The others present who
knew the Chinaman well were looking on in an
interested way, waiting to see . him relieve his
victims of their ready cash. The moment the
young· deaclshot entered; Hop threw down his
cards and, rising from the table, produced a
handful of money and began counting it out.
Those who had been playing with him looked on
in amazement, but the rest only laughed. They
knew that Young- Wild West always forced him
to g·ive back his winnings when he played draw
poker with any of the men connected with the
ranch.
"Evelythling· allee · light, Misler Wild," the
clever Chinee said, blandly, as he pushed the
amount due them to each of the men. "Me havee
lillee fun, lat al!ee.''
"What's he g·ivin' us our money· back for?"
one of them demanded, looking at a cowboy who
was laug·hing- in a hearty fashion.
"Whv. rlon't vnn lrn"w hP.'s: hP.en skinnin' the
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eyes out of your head an' you couldn't see him
<loin' it?" was the reply. "He always does that.
We've been throu,rh the mill, ain't we, boys?"
"You bet!" came the response.
"An' YoWlJ? Wild West always makes him .J?ive
back what he wins by cheatin'," explained the
man, still lau,rhin,r. "Put the money in your
pocket an' don't play poker with him any more.
If you do he'll clean you out of everythinJ? you
have J?ot. Why, he would keep on playin' till
he won all the clothes you have Jtot on, an' then
let you lay in bed till somebody was kind enquJ?h
to riJ? you out aJt'in. There ain't ·another man
livin' as kin beat Hop at playin' draw poker."
"Me velly smartee Chinee," Hop observed,
modestly. "Me Jtottee Wlcle in China whattee
velly muchee smartee, and me allee samee likee
m:v uncle."
"You'll play no more cards to-night, Hop,"
Wild said, sternly. "You can come over to the
house with me and furnish a little entertainment.
We have ,rot company there, and, no doubt. it
will do her ,rood to watch some of your antics
and feats of slei,rht-of-hand."
Then the boy warned them all not to sav a
word about the woman being- at the ranch, after
which he went to the house, Hop followinJ? him
as meekly as if he were a little do,r. But he soon
,rot into the spirit of the thinJ?. and for two full
hour he kept all hand s lau,rhing. He performed
a few mystifyinJ? tricks, too, but thev were all
old to our friends, and Hoss and Stella had seen
the most of them. too. Still they seemed to
enjoy it as much as Mrs. Snod,rrass. and were
reluctant to let the l!'irls retire when they were
ready to do so. Their other ,ruest declared that
she ,vas not at all tired, but thev knew she must
be, for she certainly had covered auite a distance
during- the day. Hop went to the sleeping-Quarters he occupied with his brother and foWl<l him
sound asleep. After causing him to fall out of
his bunk, and then convincing- him it was an accident, he turned in also. The next morning- Wild
and his partners were up at about the same time
Thompson left his room .
"l\fornin', boys!" the manager said, in his
cheery fashion . "It's goin' to be another fine
day, an' I'm glad ' of it. There's got to be a lot
done between now 'an' nig_ht. There's a whole
lot of invitations to be P'iVPn out vet. I'm g-oin'
to see to it that four of the boys starts out to
everybody they kin reach between now an' noon.
Then I've got to go over to the Creek an' git
the thing-s Stella wants. This here double shuffle
is g-oin' to be the big-gest celebration that's ever
been had here."
The morning- passed away, things beine: carried
out ju:;;t as Hoss Thompson had planned them.
Contrarv to what Chevenne Charlie thought, Oily
George ·did not show up. But at noon, when he
learned that he had received an invitation and
declared that he certainly would be on hand, he
wa8 satisfied. Mrs. Snodg-rass proved to be a
valuable addition in the way of help. She knew
iust what to do, and insisted upon doing- it, and
the result was that it made it all the easier for
Stella to prepare for the rousinJ? good supper
that was to be served at eleven o'clock that
nig-ht. The strano-e part of it wa8 that the
woman appeared to be perfectlv happy.
"Dn vn11 knnw n11P t.hin12· ?" .<:hP. ~,ii,l to A riPtta.

as she paused in her work of mixin,:r a cake, "I
think I would be better off if I J?Ot a chance to
work at a ran.ch-house like this. Any man who
will run away from his wife once is likely to do
it a,:rain, and even if I consented to make up with
him, George Snodgrass would fool me again."
"You can't tell about that." Arietta answered,
gravely. "No doubt he has realized the mistake
he has made many times and has been sorry for
it. I think you had better ,:rive him another
chance."
"If you think so I will, then. He has J?ot to
convince me that he is sincere before I do,
thou,:rh."
Wild and his partners took a ride over the
1·ange and inspected some of the cattle c-:Uring the
clay. It was late in the afternoon when they were
riding- back, and when they saw the cowboy called
Danvers riding swiftly toward them they knew
ri.2:ht ;,way that he had information for them.
"Hello, Danvers!" Wild said, as the cowboy
reined in his broncho. "You act as thouJ?h you're
in a hurrv."
·
"Yes, 1· seen you when I was about five miles
away, an' I made up my mind to ketch you afore
vou got back to the house. I've heard somethin',
an' vou oughter know it. There's J?oin' to ·be
trouble at the double shuffle to-nig-ht."
"Trouble, eh?" and the younJ? cleadshot showed
no little surprise. "What do you mean by that,
Danvers?"
"Well, I've heard that Oily George is ,:roin' to
brin,:r over four or five tou,:rh customers with him.
He's got some new hands workin' for him, an'
it's been said that they don.,t bear very J?ood
reputations. From what I could hear he sorter
thinks that there mig-ht be trouble if he a-its too
fresh with them gals of yours. He's even said
that he's goin' to try to win the hand of Arietta."
"He has, eh? Well, I am not J?reatly surprised at that. How did you learn all this?"
"Oh, I happened to meet one of his men what
don't take much stock in him, an' he told me
about it. He said he heard Oily Geor,:re talkin'
to them new hands of his, an' tellin' 'em that
if there was any trouble started 'cause he vot
too fresh with the irals they was to take a hand
in the g-ame an' help him out. He went on to
tell me that they all said they would stick to
their boss, even if they had to shoot up the
place."
"That's his J1:ame, eh? ·well, I reckon ,there
won't be much shooting- up done around here.
If anythinl!' like that sta1·ts I'll take a hand in
it myself, and it'll mightv soon come to a stop."
"You bet it will, Wild," Danvers declared, as
he looked admiringly at the vounJ? cleadshot. "I
thoug-ht I'd better tell ver so that's why I hurried
alonJ!."."
"Much obli,red to you, Danvers. You didn't
mention anvthinl1: about the woman beinJ? at the
house, did you?"
"Sartinly not. I knowed better than that. It
ain't likely that one of the boys has breathed
a word about it. · But say. don't you think that
if · Oi)y George tries to make love to Arietta
that he ouJ1:hter have somethin' done to him? I
was thinkin' it would be a J1:ood idea to tar an'
feather him an' ride him on a rail."
" 'Ve woi1't have to clo anythinJ? like that. I
rP.rkon hi8 wife will 1riYe him what hP deserves.
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I am not at all worried about Oily Geoni:e. I
am not worried about the rascals he intends to
bring with him, either. But I don't want to see
this celebration broken up by a set of rowdies."
Danvers rode back to the ranch-house with
them, promisin,r not to say anvthinl!:' about what
he had heard, not even to his closest friends.
'Wild did not want it to get · spread about amongthe cowboys that there would be trouble, for if it
did they mig-ht become too eairer and start thing-s
itoinir themselves. He decided not to let the
girls know anything· about it, either, for he knew
that if Arietta heard what the rascally ranchman was up to she would become ang-ry and let
Mrs. Snodgrass know it before she thouJ?ht.
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"That's talkin' g-ood horse-sense. Rip," Jack
retorted. "What you say so;ter interests me.
We might be able to fix up a way to fool the
heathen, but if we do it we've ,rot to use our own
cards. We mustn't let him furnish the cards for
the l!:'ame. He's got more than one pack. vou
know, an' he's so miirhty clever with his sleightof-hand business that he kin fix 'em up to suit
1,imself."
"He l!:'ot plenty cards all alike on da back." the
peon spoke up. _
"All right, we'll find a pack of some other
color, then. How about you, Decker?" and he
turned to one of the other-s. "You have alwa vs
got a pack or two of cards about ver, an' I know

~"

.

'_'I bought two new packs last week," was the
QUJck reply. "I'll see what thev look like. I
.iest remember how the backs of 'em is."
CHAPTER VI.-The Cowboys Put Up a Job on don't
He was not lonir in producing- the cards, and
Hop.
when it was discovered that thev were all printed
~n blue on the back the cowboys became more
In spite of the fact that he knew he stood no mterested than ever. The figures were all alike,
chance whatever in any sort of gambling- g-ame too, so cards could be exchanired from either pack
with Hop Wah, Mike, the peon, felt that he and there would be no difference.
ouirht to find a way to g-et the best of the China"I'll tell vou what we'll do," Rip said, thought1nan. He fiirured that he could afford to lose the fully. "We'll Pick out the aces an' king-s from
could
he
if
had
he
cents
four dollars and seventy
two of these packs an' put the rest awav. so
iret something in the way of satisfaction. When they
won't be found. Then we'll use the othet·
ride
partners
his
and
he saw Young- Wild West
play a game with after we find Hop. I
to
deck
a
be
awav that afternoon he thouirht it would
four aces an' some one else kin keep
keep
kin
with
g-ood time to put up a .iob to g-et square
Each of vou wnat's playin' kin kee1>
kings.
four
cowboys
three
Hop. It happened that there were
a king eve1·y time you plav a hand.
an'
ace
an
out
at the bunk-house, they having- nothing- to do
will fix it so that we can't be ketched 'caufle
but to get ready for the double shuffle that was That
wouldn't do to find five or six ace in 'a pack
to be held at the ranch that nig-ht. Mike knew it
of cards, vou know." _
them prettv well, so it was not long- before he
They all lauirhed at this. but airreed that Rip's
ventured there and began talking- about the
was a good one. Two of the packs were
clever Chinee. The cowboys laughed at him when idea
sorted over, and the aces and kinl!:'s taken from
he told how Hop had won all his money and then them.
Then the full pack was permitted to lie
given it back to him.
the table, while Mike went to search for Hoo.
"You don't know nothin' about playin' draw on
Mexican was not g-one more than a couple of
poker, anyhow, Mike," one of them said, with a The
minutes when two cowboys came ridinl!:' up to
shake of the head. "If you knowed as much as the
bunk.house. They were not those working
I do maybe you mii;rht stand some show. I've at Buckhorn
Ranch, and when those inside saw
been practicin' a whole lot for the last few them dismount
exchanged irlances, while
months, an' I've g·ot so now that I kin put up Jack whispered: they
the cards mighty fine. I kin deal a feller four
"A couple of the new men what's workin' at
kine:s an' g-it four aces myself, an' nobody won't
the Elite Ranch. I wonder what they've come
know nothin' about it."
"You show me how to do dat and me g-ive vou over for?"
"Jest to g-it acquaintanted, I s'pose," Rio ana dollar," the Mexican said, eag-erly.
"I kin show yer, all ril!:'ht, but it's worth more swered. "Maybe they've ,:rot a little money with
'em an' would like to ioin in this game of draw."
than a dollar."
"Yes!" the others exclaimed, in unison. "We'll
"Say Jack," one of the others observed, as if
he had just thoua-ht of something-, "Mike is a see about it"
Then Rip went out and said:
nutty good sort of a greaser, if I know anvthinl!:'
"Hello. boys!"
about it, an' I think we oughter help him out a
"Hello!" came the reply from one of the two
little in this. S'pose we put up a .iob to git the
best of the heathen. Of course, it ain't likelv we men. "We thought as how we would steo in
would be able to win much money from him, an' see you for a little while. There ain't nothin'
but we mig-ht show him that we ain't sich green- much to do over our way jest now. Goin' to
]1orns as he thinks we are. Here he's been comin' have a bisr time here to-night,. we heard."
"Yes, I reckon Hoss Thompson has fixed up to
down to Buckhorn Ranch quite a few times now,
an' every time he's ever played poker with any have a big- celebration. Younir Wild West, the
of us he's always skinned us. It ain't much owner of• Buckhorn, is here with his pards an'
money we've lost. for most everv time Y ounl!:' the irals, an' we're g-oin' to have a rousin' old
double shuffle,
Wild West has made him srive it back. For my dance. They're iroin' to call it
)):{rt, I never wanted anything- back that I 101,t. which means that there'll be some lively l!:'ittin'
If I was fool enough to take chances in a irame over the floor when the music starts up to-nig-ht."
"Yes, we heard somethin' about it. Our boss
with Hop, I felt that I could stand whatever I
i comin' over, an' he', g-oin' to be fixed UJ) sPick
lost."

a
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an' span. Our boss is a regular dude, you know."
"Yes, we know all about him. Oily Geor.l!'e is
what we call him."
The two visitors in-inned, and then one of them
retorted:
"He don't like that name much, though. But
my! you ou.l!'hter see his room where he keeps
his perfumery an' hairoil. I reckon he must have
been a sort of fashionable galoot at some time or
other. He wears silk undershirts, too."
"Somethln' like a tenderfoot, eh?" ventured
one of the Buckhorn boys.
"In his way of fixin' up, maybe he is, but he
ain't no tenderfoot. I guess you know that. He's
mi.l!'hty handy with a rope, an' he kin ride a
bucker about as well as most of us. Oh. Snod,
J<'rass has been throul!.'h the mill, all ril!.'ht."
The two hitched their horses to a post outside,
and then entered the bunk-house. The first thine:
they noticed was the pack of car<ls )yin.I!' upon
the table.
"Been havin' a .l!'ame ?" one of them ventured.
"No, we was jest thinkin' about havin' one,
thoul!.'h. Youn.I!' Wild West's smart heathen is
here, an' our .l!'reaser what does the chores has
1?one to hunt him up. He's one of the .l!'reatest
card-sharps in the whole country, an' he always
wins every time he plays. Of course, he does a
lot of cheatin' to do it, but no one ·is smart
enough to ketch him at it. You fellers know
anythin.l!' about poker?"
"I reckon we do. eh, Razor?"
"Somewhat!" was the retort.
''S'pose we have a little _l!'ame. then. The
greaser ain't got but three or four dollars. But
he wants to play, so we'11 let him 1!.'0 in at first.
There's four of us here, but two of us is enou.l!'h
to set in the game. We don't all play much, anyhow. S'pose we .l!'it up a six-handed irame? It
won't stay that way very lnl!.', you know, 'cause
the _l!'reaser will drop out mi,;rhty Quick. That
will leave it five-handed, an' then we kin have
a chance to .l!'0 for the Chinaman's pile."
Few cowboys indeed at the time of which we
write did not play the .l!'reat American .l!'amblinJ?
J?ame which is called draw poker. They had so
much idle time on their hands that they had to
do somethinir to pass it away, and it was but
natural that they should adapt themselves to
the custom of .l!'amblinJ? that was so much in
vogue. Between cards. cigarettes and bad whisky they found a .l!'reat deal of their amusement.
This did not imply that they were at all bad, and
many a man who possessed these vices was as
true as steel whenever he had the chance to
assert himself. As a ireneral rule. the cowboys
were all .l!'ood fellows, anyhow, and so it was in
this case, thouirh the two new men from the
Elite Ranch did not have the appearance of belon.l!'in.l!' to the better class. Really, they were
villainous-lookin.l!', and the four Buckhorn boys
had not been slow to notice it. But thev cared
nothinp; for that. They had planned to have some
fun with Hop Wah, and, if possible. cheat him out
of his money in lieu of letting him win theirs.
It was soon decided that Jack and Rip were to
be the ones to represent the bunk-house, so to
1,peak. Both visitors were very anxious to play,
!lo the four sat clown at ' the table artd be.l!'an
handling the cards. Five minutes later Mike, the
peon, came back, with Hop close at his heels.

The cle,•er Chinee's face was illuminated with
a smile, for he had been informed that the cowboys wanted to play an hour or two to pass away
the time before it would be time for them to get
readv for the double shuffle. Thou.l!'h somewhat
surprised at seein.l!' the two strangers there. the
Chinaman was not at all disturbed. It made no
difference to him who played when he sat in a
S?:ame of draw poker. The more clever the players
were the better he liked it. for he really felt
that he stood Quite a peer as a card-sharp.
"Velly nice day, so be," he observed, as he
nodded to the two strangers.
"I reckon it is, heathen," the one called Razor
al)Swered. "Want to have a little game? Vl'e
was .iest .l!'Oin' to start to play."
"Allee li.l!'ht. Me llkee plav dlaw pokee. Me
,•elly smartee Chinee. Allee samee likee Melican
sportee."
"Me want to play, too," Mike spoke up, for he
probably felt that he would be barred, since there
were more than enou.l!'h Jo make up the .l!'ame.
"See here. l!.'reaser," Jack said, lookin.l!' at him
sharply, "I reckon you ain't .l!'Ot very much
money."
"Me 1!.'0t four dollar and seventy cents," was
the quick reply. "Me no care if me Jose."
"Four dolla~s and seventy cents, eh?" one of
the Elite men exclaimed, ,~ith a Jau.l!'h. "That
ain't much to start a .l!'ame with. What do you
think we're .l!'Oin' to do, play a penny-ante?"
"Me play fiye-cent ante. ten-cent limit," the
peon retorted. "Dat verra .l!'Ood .l!'ame."
"Lat allee samee fool gamee," declared Hop,
shakinl!.' his head in disgust. "No makee plenty
money lay way."
"Don't think that you're iroin' to make a whole
Jot of money, heathen," observed Razor. with a
,n-in. "There ain't no-:ie of us that's anv too
flush. We're jest goin' to have a little .l!'ame to
pass the time away more than anythin.l!' else."
"Allee light, me likee passee timee 'way, so be.
Me velly smartee Chinee."
"We'll see how smart yer are afore you S?:it
through."
best of 'em," remarked Jack:
"He kin beat
thinkinl!.' it advisable to speak that way, so he
might keep Hop in ignorance of the plot that had
been formed airainst him.
"You keepee still," advised the clever Chinee.
"Me play vellv square. Me no cheatee."
"Jest see that you don't," warned Razor. and
the way he said Jt told that he meant it, too.
The Buckhorn boys noticed this. and they
_guessed ri.l!'ht away that the fellow was one who
would be ready to start a forht on the least provocation. He was a biir, muscular fellow. and
appeared to be one quite capable of takin.l!' care
of himself. But Hop only smiled as he took his
place at the table and .l!'0t readv to proceed with
the .l!'ame. Mike was given a seat, making it
six-handed, as had been suir.l!'ested, while the
two who had been out drew up three-cornered
stools and prepared to watrh the nro.l!'ress of the
S?:ame. Rip and Jack each had four cards that did
not belon.l!' to the deck they were to play with,
and they, of course, meant to use them when a
.l!'QOd chance offered. If the two vi!,itors suffered
bv it they did not care, but Hop was the main
one they were after. Evidently the clever Chinee
did not care to hnvP J\,fi\u, i;-t,,v in th., a-nm., veMJ
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long-. It was his second deal, and he stacked the the board , and then he was forced to make the
cards and JZ"ave the g-reaser a very l?Ood hand , of call.
course seeine: to it that he e:ot a better one him- · "What have you e:ot, Hop?" he said, with a
self. The result was that Mike, losing· all his broad J1:rin on his face.
caution, bet his last cent and lost.
. "Four lillee king-s, so be," was the reply, in an
"Six-hande e no e:oodee," declared the China- innocent tone of voice.
man, as he raked in the pot. "Five-hand ee plentv . "A mie:htv good hand, but four aces kin beat
1t. There they are."
JZ"oodee, so be."
"Lat velly stlane:e," Hop declared, shaking- his
Mike e:ot up in disgust, but when Rip winked
he could not Quite understand it
at him he felt better, for he thou11:ht perhaps if head as thoue:h
strane:e about it," spoke up Razo1-:
Hop lost some one might return the four dollars " "Nothin'
Two mighty e:ood hands to hold, thoug·h," and
and seventy cents to him.
then he looked suspiciousl y at Jack.
"Now, then, if it's l?"Oin' to be a five-handed
the cards were placed toe:ether this time
game, s'pose we raise the ante to a Quarter an' theWhen
four king·s were not in with them.
make it a dollar limit?" suggested Jack.
Hop had cleverly stolen them without the
This was al?"reeable to all hands, thoul?"h Hop
of even Jack. Rip, whose turn it was
declared that he did not care if they played a no- knowlede:e
to deal now, was struck with the idea of takinglimit 1<ame. But they all gave him to understand some
money from one of the visitors. so he arthat they were not ·millionaire s, and once more
it so he would receive the four kings.
it was said that it was onlv to pass the time awav rane:ed
He had manae:ed to pick up the hand Hop drew
that they were playing-. Neither of the two men upon,
and he slipped the whole five cards in his
from the Elite Ranch had a great deal of money.
the four kine:s he had been holdine:
Probably the sum all told would not have lap and kept
to Razor or the other man, should
deal
to
r~d\·
thev
But
dollars.
twentv
than
more
to
amounted
call for four cards. He was ouite
them
of
either
The
appeared.
it
so
all,
it
lose
to
willingwere
it came out as he wanted it to.
and
it,
at
clever
Aldealing-.
Jack
with
again,
in
a-ame started
cards. so he was e:iven the
four
for
alled
c
_
Razor
aces.
the
of
two
steal
to
manag-ed
read y he had
of his apparent cleverspite
in
But
kuJg-s.
four
the
in
one
but
left
This
another.
and Rip had
to J?"et the four aces from
unable
was
Rip
ness,
could
thev
so
other,
l''lCh
to
next
pack. They sat
all he had made a mess of it.
easily keep the thing- t ;,.~ wav thev wanted it. Jack. so after
went on just the same, and
bettingthe
!fowever,
was
what
of
nothine:
b.11ew
Hop, of course,
to Hoo and Razor. They
d~wn
se~tled
so~n
it
it
when
out
find
surely
would
11:oine: on. But he
Elite man was forced to
the
until
g_?mgit
kept
over
looked
always
he
for
came his turn to deal,
.make the call.
to
dollar
last
his
up
nu,!
if
out
find
to
one
any
the deck unobserved by
heathen friend?" he
my
g-ot,
you
have
What
cards
the
dealt
Jack
there was any card missing.
a g-rin.
with
asked,
pot
the
and
way,
sQuare
around in a fair and
"Me g·ot four lillee king·s," Hop answered ,
was won by one of the men from the Elite Ranch.
and he promptly spread them out upon
blandly,
a
placed
he
so
doing
Rip dealt next, but before
where they could see them.
table
the
very
a
l?Ot
one
No
king he had stolen in his lap.
"Thunderat ion!" exclaimed the amazed cowg·ood hand at this deal. so the pot wa. not a larg-e
I've g·ot four kings myself."
one, which Jack managed to win. The fellow boy. "Why, them, and the moment he did so his
He showed
called Razor was next to deal. Hop watched him
Partner half raised in his chair and called out,
out of the corners of his eyes and saw that he sharply:
was putting· certain cards together, and in a very
"~on't touch that money, heathen! If vou
clever way, too. But he said nothing, for he had
I l_l put a hole throue:h yer! · You have been
already sized the two men up and felt that they do
cheat1n'."
would be easy marks. It was another small pot,
At that ven, moment the clatter of hoofs
and was won by Jack ae:ain, much to hi:-s satissounded outside, thus diverting- the attention of
faction. It went on in this way until it came those
in the shack for a moment.
Hop's deal ag·ain. He had not won a pot s ince
"HE:llo, bo ys!" a cheery voice called out, and
.Mike left the game, and had lost probably six
stepped Y oune: Wild West.
or seven dollars. But such a small amount a s then rn
that did not worry the Chinaman in the least.
As he picked up the cards he shuffled them over
in such a wa\' that he could look at the faces.
CHAPTER VII.-T.he Double Stuffle Bee:ins.
Discoverine : that the aces and king-s were missing, he understood that a .iob had been put up
--youne: Wild West and his two partners rode
on him. But he went rig-ht on and dealt the swiftly back over the rang-e. As they neared
cards in the usual way, and once more he lost. the bunk-house they could see through the open
this time the amount being· a dollar and a half. doorway that a e:ame of cards was goine: on
It was Jack's deal again, and Hop expected so thev brought their horses to a halt right at
somethine: to happen. Sure enoug-h, it did. He the door and Quickly dismounted . Wild entered
found himself without a pair, the hig-hest card it1 callinJ< out a g-reeting as he did so, as has alread;
his hand beine: the .:en of spades. When the draw been said. A single g-lance sufficed to show him
came he called for four cards , and when he looked that there was trouble brewing. A cowboy whom
at· them and saw they were all kings, he under- he had never seen before was standing at the
stood the e:ame perfectly. But even then he did table, a revolver in his hand, and this certainlv
not care, and when the betting started he raised meant business. Hop had his hands upon the
ft to the limit. The rest dropped out, but Jack Pile of money, which he was about to take J)Os~me back at him with another raise. Thev kept session of when the young- deadshot entered so
,.h-r11ntl"
lt: .,.,..;,, .... nnt.il the cowbov had his l:.<ct dnlh,· nn
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"What's goinll'. on here?" Wild said, in his cool
and easy way, as he looked searchingly at the
man with the gun.
"The heathen is tryin' to rob me," came the
reply, while a glare of anger shot in the speaker's
eyes.
"Um eight kings in um pack of cards, Misler
Wild.''. Hop explained, pointing to the cards on
the table. "Lat vell:v stlange."
"I see,'' and thinkinl! that Hop had been iruilty
of the offense of cheatinl! the young deadshot
turned to him and added:
"Give that man his money, Hop."
"Allee light, Misler Wild,'' was the meek reply.
"But me no cheatee. Somebody •else cheatee velly
muchee. Givee me four kinirn. Me keeoee um
four kings and plitty soonee lat man havee four
kings."
"I'll tell you how it was, Wild,'' Jack said,
rather sheepishly, as he arose from his chair.
"It was me what done that. Mike wanted us to
put up a job so he could git square on Hop for
cheatin' him every time he plays poker with him,
an' we agreed to it. Them four kinl?"s Hoo has
got don't belong· to this her·e pack. But I dealt
'em to him, jest the- same."
"So that's how it is, eh? A lot of thieves
together, it seems."
"Don't call me a thief, kid!" the man with the
revolver called out, angrilv.
"My friend, don't get excited. Put that gun
away, will you?"
•
"When I g·it good an' ready I will."
"See here, you're not lookinl?" for trouble. are
you !"
"I'm lookin' for anything that comes alon,r.
I want that -pot, or there sartinly will be trouble.
I s'pose you're Youn!?" Wild West, which I've
heard tell about somewhat. But that don't make
no difference if you· are. I'm goin' to have my
ril?"hts. I was invited to have a little ,rame of
draw here with the boys, an' I reckon I ain't goin'
to be cheated out of every dollar I've g·ot. This
feller here,'' noddinl?" to Jack, "admits that them
four kin;rs the heathen has laid down there don't
belong to the ]:lack. That makes me the wmner
of the pot."
"Maybe you're right. But I think the best way
to settle it is for you to take what money vou
·
put in."
"I'll take it all -0r nothin'. I'll fight for it. too.
How about you, Razor?"
"I'll stick to yer as long as I've got a drop of
blood in my body, pard,'' and then up iumoed
Razor, at the same time flashinJ!." a gun.
"Hop, give that fellow the money that belongs
to him," Young vVild West said, in his cool and
easy way, not showing· the least concern about
the belli,rerent attitude of the two cowbo:vs.
"Allee light, Misler Wild,'' and Hop proceeded
to count out the required amount.
He knew exactly what belonged to each of
those who had put money in the pot. He took
his own and, dropping it into his pocket. arose
from the table and started to walk away, just as
if tbe matter had been settled to the entire
satisfaction of all concerned. Razor and his pard
appeared to be somewhat astounded at the wav
thing-s were going. But they were both determined to have their rights, it seemed.
"All that money b~longs to me,'' Razor said.

"My pard took it up for me, an' I'll stand bv w11at
he says."
"Why, he just said it all belonged to him."
"I made a little mistake in savin' that," came
the admission from the other fellow. "Razor held
the four kings."
"Oh, you made a mistake. eh? Well. I think
you have made a bfa· mistake in trying- to start
a row here. I wish some one who understands
it thoroughly would explain just how it all hap.
.
pened."
"I'll do that in a jig,'' Rip declared. anrl he
promptly told just how the whole scheme had
·
been planned.
"So you fixed thinirn up to get the best of Ho».
and these two fellows happened to drop in later
on, is that it?" Wild asked.
"That's jest it.- Here's the five cards what Hop
laid down the hand afore this. I thoug·ht there
was four kings in 'em, so I give this other fellow
.
the four I had."
"I can understand it all now. Hop kept the
four kings the last hand."
"Sorter Peculiar business, I reckon," remarked
Che:venne Charlie, who had remained silent until
this time. "But see here, Wild, them two galoots
don't seem to feel as though they want to . put
them guns away."
''They'll put ' them away pretty soon, or I'll
know the reason why,'' the vounl?" deadshot exclaimed, his eyes flashing. "I don't care whether
I'm rig·ht or wrong in this matter, but it's settled
rig·ht now. When a dispute arises no one should
win the pot, esoeciallv where it is explained how
the thin!?" was clone."
"Razor is goin' to have that pot or there'll be
a hot old time in here!" exclaimed the bellil?"erent
fellow, making a threatening move with his revolver.
Then it was that Youn,r Wild West showed
some of his remarkable quickness. His hand
dropped to his hip and an instant later the
speaker found himself staring into the muzzle
of a .44.
"Put away that hardware, my friend,'' the bo:v
said, in a low but impressive, tone of voice.
Razor, who had not attempted to lift his zun
upward, shot a quick idance about the room, and
the first thin!t' he saw was a revolver in the hands
of Cheyenne Charlie. It was leveled right at him,
too, so that settled him. He quickly put the
weapon back into the holster, and then said to
his companion:
"Do as you're told, pard. What's the use? .
We don't stand no show here. There's too man:v
of 'em."
"I s'pose I'll have to,'' was the growling· retort: "But I consider that we've both been
swindled, an' you kin bet that if we g·it the chance
we'll git square."
"No threats, gentlemen," our hero called out,
a smile showing on his face. "I don't know who
you are, in the first place, but I'm sorry this
thin!! happene,l."
!'They're a couple of new men what's workin'
for Snodg-rass " Rip spoke up, in the way of an
explanation.
"Oh!"
Wild was interested right away, for he had
heard something about the new men who were
working at the Elite Ranch.
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"Oh, I thought somebodv had been tellin' you
"That's who we are," Razor said, speakinir in
·
more friendly way. "We expected to come over somethin'."
The two exchanged glances at that, but neither
an' have a g-ood time at vour double shuffle toni11:ht, but I s'pose now we won't be allowed to said anything further, and out they ·went. Our
her<, and his partners watched them as they.
come."
"Don't think that. Anybody will be welcome, mounted their horses, and when they started t'o
but they must understand that thev have g-ot to ril,ie away Wild turned to those in the bunk-house
behave themselves. Just because this little row and remarked:
"Now, then, I hope there'll be no more · pokercame up over a card g-ame don't say that vou will
be barred from attending the double shuffle at play~g- where there is cheating g-oing on. It's
for
B uckhorn Ranch. I'm Quite sure that after vou all ng·ht to help the Mexican get satisfaction
cool down both of YOU will feel that' I have done what Hop has done to him before, but it don't
the riirht thinir in settling- the dispute in the pay to cheat, and it never will."
'"They all declared that they ·were sorry for
way I have."
having put up the job, and satisfied with that the
"I reckon he's about right, pard," and Razor young deadshot went outside, and, with his partshot a meaning glance at his companion.
put away the horses. Then they .went direct
"Maybe he is," was the nisponse. "I was a ners,
the house, and it was not long· before things
little too fast. I s'pose, but it did make me awful to
were 1·mming along- pleasantly ag-ain. But not a
mad to see that heathen lay down four kings word did they say to any one of what was likely
when you had four kings in your hand. But we to happen that night at the double shuffle.
·
both know how it is now. Th.ey meant to win all
About an hour before suppertime the two
our money, an' I s'pose they would have done
it if this thine: hadn't happened. It shows a rhusicians · arrived, bringing their instruments
whole lot of dumbness on the part of the one with them, of course. Both were ' good-natured
what was doin' the dealin', that's all. I reckon feJl~ws, and tbei~- looks implied it. They were
~1llmg to start rig·ht in without delay, but were
he'll never make his livin' at gamblin'."
Rip flushed at the shot, but wisely made no mf~rmed by Hoss Thompson that thev must wait
until half-past seven, for that was the time ·set
retort.
"Velly nicee game, so be," Hop Wah observed, f?r. the do~ble shuffle to start. Guests beJ/.'an aras the two visitors looked at each other as though nvmg !l. little later, and this made it necessary
they were at a loss as to just what would be the for Stella to enlarge the seating capacitv and
stretch out the table in the big dining-room a
next move.
there .was not the least thing to find
"It sartinly was, Hop," Jack spoke up, with a lot. But
about. The people in that part of the
JauJ/.'h. "About the worst thing- about it. thoug·h. fault
country were always hospitable, and any ·one who
is that poo1· Mike is dead broke."
to come along· at mealtime was as
"Was that fool of a greaser playin' ag·'in ?" happened
as could possibly be. At her own sugCheyenne Charlie asked, looking sharply at the welc?me
gestion:- the wife of George Snodgrass did not
peon.
herself after the guests began to arrive. ,
"Sar.tin he was. He lost his four-seventy, too." show
She remained in a room by herself, and her
"Who won the money?"
supper was taken in to her by the woman in the
"Hop, of course."
of the mish'ess of the r.anch. The fact .
l\Iike at once · threw up both his hands and employ
wa. that she seemed to enjoy it hug·ely, and exsaid:
\Vild,
toward
ning
run
pressed herself as very glad that she had been
'·l\Ie no want da money back. Me a poor fool."
and conducted to Buckhorn Ranch. Of
"I think vou're about right," was the· retort. found
Wild told of what had happened in the
~ourse,
All
u?
yo
have
out,
it
found
just
have
you
"So
that afternoon. and one or two of the
b~~k-house
money
the
you
give
Hop
make
won't
r ight. I
comments concerning- the new men
made
v1s1tors
ever
I
If
1:ain.
1
a.
ever
I
will
nor
back this time,
,
Oily George had in his employ.
I
ag·ain
Chinaman
that
with
catch you gambling
them, ·thoug·h
of
spoken
was
word
_g·ood
one
Not
disto
Thompson
Hoss
advise
shall certain-I,.
charg·e you and kick you off the place , without no one clanned to know that there was .anything·
delav. Here's some change for vou to make u-p really wrong· about them, other than that somefor ,vhat you have lost. Now, then, I reckon you body had whi spered it about that they were ofthea
bad reputation. After the supner was over
'--know what to do."
preparations were made for the dance. The
"Come on, pan!," said Razor. "I reckon we final
big· room in the ranch-house had been cleared of
had bett~r be goin' now."
its furniture in a platform that had been built
"I wast thinkin' the same way," came the reply. - for the purpose and Placed it at one end of the
"Maybe we'll come back ag·'in tonig·ht."
room. Then somebody sug·e-ested that the floor
"Co.~. by all means ," our hero said, with a ought to be w~;xed, so the dancers mi11:ht have a
nod- ~· ".'But you want to be careful how ,·ou con- be~ter chance to show what they could do.
duct iourselves. I am g·oing to tell you rig·ht now
Got any be~'s-wax, Stella?" Hoss asked, as
that I don't like the looks of eithe1· of vou. It is he found his wife in the kitchen.
go any
-well to have an understanding- before
"Oh! I've heard tell about havin' floors waxed
f urther. You can come over to our celebration, for a dance. I'll find you some in a minute."
and enjoy yourselves, but don't try to stir up
_She was ~ot long in finding· it, and then Hoss,
any trouble."
with the aul of a jack-knife. so-?n ~t;c~r1 '! ' I
"Who said we was g·oin' to trv to stir up any eno_ug-h of_ the wax to suit the 1rnrpose and
·
trouble?"
SJJrmkled 1t over the floor. The cowb0vs were
"I .didn't say any one did. I am onl ,. advising ir1 vited to slide around upon it to nJ1·ead it about
Y IU' .. ... t ti"
and they did so. havina· much fun over it, for:
B.
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they would fall down l'.JUrposely and this was
bound to ~r-ovoke laughter from those looking
on. Before the hour set for the celebration to
be,e:in the two musicians came in and took their
places upon the platform. The fiddler tuned his
instrument and seemed anxious for the fun to begin. Then, as it was f!ettin,r quite dark, the
lamps were li,rhted and everythin,r was in readiness. The room not beine: la!"j!"e enou,rh for anythin,r but dancinir. there were no seats placed
about the sides, so those who did not care to
dance would either have to remain in another
Part of the house or else ,ro outside and peep in
through the windows.
There was nothin,r to prevent them from sroin,r
outside and remainine: there, for the balmy climate was .iust the thin,r for it. Pr·omptlv at
seven-thirty Hoss Thompson, who had ap1>ofoted
himself floor manager, passed the word to the
musicians, and the music struck up.
Then, in less than two minutes, five square sets
had been formed in the room and Y oune: Wild
West's double shuffle was begun.

CHAPTER VIII.-Hop \Vins His Bet.
Snodgrass, or Oily George, as he was ,called,
was a little late in getting over to Buckhorn
Ranch that night. When he did come he was ~.ccompanied by four of his cowboys, two of them
being Razor and his pard. The latter had told
the boss what took place when they were at the
bunk-house during the afternoon; and while the
ranchman did not think ve'.r y well of it, he had not
said much. As the five rode up close to the house
he called a halt and, dismounting, told them to
lead their horses to the little grove that was close
to the house and tie them there.
"Since you had a little trouble with Young ·wild
West, it might be well to have your ho1·ses ready
in case you have to light out suddenly," he explained. "I've come over he1·e to have some fun,
and I'm going to try my best to make a hit with
the yellow-haired girl I was telling you about.•
Somebody said she was ¥oung Wild West's sweetheart, but that don't matter. If I can make an
impression on her, which I am pretty sure I can,"
,. and he took off his hat and felt of hi s well-oiled
hair, "Young Wild West will have to take a back
seat."
Then the fellow, who was excessively vain, actually took a small mirror from his pocket and,
striking a match, surveyed himself and nodded in
a satisfied way. The striking of the match caught
the attention of some one near the house. It
happened to be Cheyenne Charlie, who, after the
first dance with Anna, had come outside to enjoy
the breeze that was blowing across the river.
Naturally ·the scout wanted to find out who it was
under the trees, so he slipped cautiously through
the darkness, keeping close to a fringe of bushes
and was soon near enough to recog:nize Oily
George. Nothing could have suited the scout better, and he listened to hear what they were talking about. But they wei·e ready to go to the
hou se now, and it was not more than a few seconds after the ·scout got there when they started
to do so. Sligli\lr disappointed, Charlie went on
bar.k. It had occuned to him that he had made a

wager with Hop, a1Jd be thought it would be fun
if the clever Chinee could win the bet before the
dance was over. He was not long in finding Hop,
who happened to pe at the back of the house taking a drink with a couple of visiting cowboys
'
whom he had made friends with.
· "See here, Hop, I w,i.nt you,'' Charlie said,
hurriedly.
"Whattee mattee, llfisler Charlie?" and then as
if he had forgotten that the whisky bottle he was
h?lding in his hand at the time did not belong to
him, he placed the cork in it and put it in Ms
pocket. As he turned to go the owner of the
whisky caught him by the arm.
"Hold on, heathen," he said. "That liquor happens to belong to me."
"Me make l.illee mistake," was the declaration.
"Me velly solly."
Then he handed back the bottle to the owner.
"'~' hat a1·e you tryin' to do, anyway, Hop?"
Charlie asked, sharply. "Want to steal that man's
tanglefoot?" .
"No, Misler Charlie. You callee me so quickee
me makee lillee mistakee."
"I \YOuldn't believe you if you was to take a n
oath to it. But never mind, we'll let that go. I
want to talk to yer a minute."
The two cowboys returned to the house no
doubt glad to get rid of the talk&tive China~an
and finding himself alone with the heathen Char ~
lie said, speaking in a low tone of voice:'
"You ain't forgot that bet we made about -Oily
George, have yer, Hop?"
"Me no forgittee, Misler Charlie," was the r eto1-t.
"All right. He's here how, an' the sooner you
strike in on him the quicker you'll g-it vour
money.''
"Me fixee pletty soone~ Misler Charlie. l\le
gottee um stuff to make Oily Geor ge's hair standee
uppee velly stlaight."
"I don't believe you kin do it,'' the scout declar ed, though he had not the lea st doubt but that
he could, and only wanted to spur him on.
"You wantee biettee more money, Mi sler Char lie?"
"No, I ain't goin' to bet no more money. You go
ahead. Don't you know there'll be more fun to it
if you kin do it right away? Ever ybody will be
noticin' him when they see that his hair ain't
·
plastered down an' pa1ted in the middle."
"Allee light, Misler Charlie, me fixee."
"See that yo~ do it ri,rht away, then. If , ou
want any help Jest call on me. I don 't care if I
Jose the bet."
"Me knowee lat, Misler Charlie," and t he Ch inaman chuckled.
Meanwhile, Oily George had appea red in the
dance-room. A gaudy tie showed at hi s throat
and his hair was plastel'ed clo\Yn tightly, th ~
grease upon it shining in the light that came from
the lamps. The dude ran chman took in everything
that was to be seen. Arietta, Anna and Eloise
were standing near another doot, talking with
some ladies they had just been introduced to.
Just then the fiddler called out:
"Take your partners for the landers."
Men came huiTJ' ing in right away to get p a:rtnel's to take part in the dance. Bent upon dancing with Young Wild West's sweethear t, Oily
George hastened to her.
- "Good-evenin g, ladies," he said, bowing in what
0

0
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he might have thought to be a graceful manner,
but really makir,g himself ridiculous. "I'm just
in time, I see. Miss Arietta, will you dance with
me this set?"
"No, thank you. I'm engaged," the girl answered, coolly.
· "l don 't see your partner her e. Come on. You
can dance with him the next time. We don't mind
such little things as that down here in Texas, you
know."
But the girl tumed haughtily away, and after
hei:;itating a moment Snodgrass gave it up and,
happening to see a lean old maid who lived at a
ranch a few miles from Buckhorn looking on
eagerly, he approached her and was promptly accepted a s a partner. It happened that the old
maid knew a great deal more about dancing than
he did, and when they got a place in a set Oily
George had all he could do to keep up his errd.
]t being a warm night, it was not long- before the
dancer,;, e~pecially the men, were perspiring
r ather fr eely. The ranchman kept mopping his
face every minute or two, for he had put an extra
amount of bear's grease on his hair that evening,
and it was beginning to run down upon hi s forehead and cheek s. Nearly everybody was laughing
at him, but he did not seem to mind it and continued on until the set was fini shed. A s he
reached the door that opened at the rear of the
hou se Oily Geor ge was met by Hop Wah, who
·
wa s ; tandin g there waiting fo r him.
"Velly nicee evening, so be ?" the clever Chinee
~aid, bowing politely. "M_aybe )'.OU likee havee
· lillee dlink of tanglefoot, M1sler Oily George?"
"Have you got any handy, heathen?" came the
·
query.
"Me gottee plenty, so be."
"All right, I'll take a drink with you. But see
here, heathen, don 't call me Oily George. I don't
like it."
"Allee light, you no callee me heathen, Jen. Me
.
no likee."
"What is your name?"
''My namee Hop Wah; comee flom China."
"My name is Snodgrass ; call me Mr. Snodg r a ss. That wiJJ sound a heap better."
"Allee light, Misler Snodgla ss. You velly nicee
Melican man, so be."
The r anchman then smoothed down his hair
with hi s handkerchief, which was a big bandana"
after which he carelessly placed the handkerchief in his coat-pocket. Hop led him to the side
of an' outbuilding that was but a short distance
away and then produced a pint flask. It was
, more 'than half-filled with liquor, and he graciously invited hi s· companion to dr ink a s much as )le
chose. Oily Geor ge thought he was in need of a
stimulant just then, so he took a p1·etty good
pull at the flask. While he was doing it Hap was
Fp1-:inkling wme yellowish powder upon the top
of his head. He did this in such a slick way that
his victim was entirelv unconscious of it.
The powder the Chinaman u sed was nothing
mo1·e or Jess than puh'erized g lue, which, when it
became moistened, was bound to do some sticking,
even though there was grea se upon the man's
hair. Hop had figured it out pretty well, and he
wa~ not quite ,:;u1·e that it would work right, so
h had provided something else that he knew wa s
bound to do the job. Near the t ide of the outbuilding he had placed a tin cuu containin2' some
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molasses that had been boiled slightlv, thus making it very sticky indeed. He kr,ew he dared not
pour any of this upon the man's head, for he
would surely be caught doing it. But aftel' telling him a few things about his wonderful 1111cle in
China, he again handed him the flask and invited
him ·to t~ke a second drink. Oily George accepted the invitation, and this time Hop took the
handkerchief from the man's pocket and succeed~d in ,gettin~ some of the_ molasses smeared upon
it, after which he folded 1t carefully and placed it
where he had taken it from. He knew that between the glue and the molasses the thing would
surely ·work. When the flask was handed back
to him he took a pull at it himself and then thanked Oily George, a if he had been doing the
treating.
"You're certainly a mighty polite heathen,
Hop," the ranchman declared, with a laugh. "I
didn't b1-:ing· any liquor with me, because I'm not
in the habit of drinking very much, anyhow .. But
I suppose at a double shuffle like this a fellow
ought to take a little something to help liven him
up. I'm going to have a dance with Young Wild
West's girl pretty won. I think I'll go right
now and fix it up with her."
"Allee light, Misler Snodglass. Missee Alietta
dancee velly muchee, so be."
Then Snodgrass took the handkerchief from his
pocket and proceeded to smooth J1is hair, as he
thought. He 1rave two or three rubs on either
side of the part and then it must have occurred
to him that something was wrong. Then he did
some more rubbing and something when he found
that there was a very sticky substance upon the
handkerchief.
"Confound that new hair-oil I bought!" he exclaimed.
There was a titter close to him and turning
quickly he caught sight of Cheyenne Charlie, who
had been watching what took place.
"What's the matter, Oily Geo1·ge?" the scout
said, stepping up.
"What was you laughing at?" the ranchman
retorted.
"'Cause you was talkin' aloud about the hairoil," was the 1·eply.
"Well, there . ems tg be spmethin1r wrong- with
my hair. I reckon I'll get _one of my boys to
straighten it out."
"Never mind about that. I'll fix it for you.
Let me have your handkerchief.'-'
Oily George hesitated, but it was quite dark
there and he could not see the grinning face of
the scout just then, o he let him take the handkerchief. Charlie sp1·ead it out carefully and then
sta1-ted in to give the man's head a good rubbing.
"Hold on, the1·e!" the victim exclaimed. "You're
spoiling it. There won't be any part left if you
keep on that way.''
"That's all right. Let me rnb off some of that
2:rease, an' then vou kin part it over ae:'in. There
is a lookin'-glass in the kitchen, an' I reckon I'll
find a comb for yer.
Though he must have doubted that it was all
right, Oily George permitted Charlie to do some
rubbing, and " ·hen he at last declared that he had
quite enough of it the job had been clone '.n a
thorouirh manner. Cha1·1ie led him tn thP kitchen.
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fu1ni shed him w ith a comb, after which he pointed
out the little mirror that was hanging to the
wall. Then he slipped out and told everybody he
met to come and have a peep in the kitchen. The
i-esult was that in less than a minute a dozen or
more were peering in, some through the door:; and
othe1·s through the windows.
The ranchman was doing his best to comb hi s
hair, but the more he tried the \\·or:;e the comb
srnck, and as the glue began to harden it got so
that hi! could scarcely get the comb out when he
wanted to. He found some water and ti·ied to
wash the st_icky stuff from his hai r.
But it was all of no avail.
Finally somebody laug·hed, and this was the
signa: for a loud guffaw. Oily Geo1·ge realized
that a trick had bee., played upon him, and he
began dancing about, using anything but nice lar.guage. But he saw no one, for they a ll stepped
out of the way, and at la st when he had washed
his hands he· gave it up. Instead of being plastered down nicely and parted in the middle, his
hair wa~ now standing up straight. and it made
him look more ridiculous than ever. Charlie had
told · 1Vild about it, and the young deadshot
thought it a good time to get the fellow on the
floor, so he eas ily induced a middle-aged widow
who was one of the neig·hbors, to take it upon he1·self to imite him to dance. Oily George felt high·
ly honored at being requested to dance by a lady,
and he promptly accepted the in vitation, at the
same time apologizing for the way his hair looked.
"Som ·body played a mean trick on me, and I
think it was Young Wild West's heathen," he decla1·ed. "But it's all right. Maybe I'll get a
chance to get square with him before this double
shuffle is over."
The n ext minute he was dancing, and everybody in the room was laughing heartily. But
Oily George happened to be the sort of fellow who
could take a grnat deal, and he was so pleased at
having da:iced with the widow that he becam,
molified by the time the set was over.
Then he went outside and tried again to get
t he sticky me$s from his hair. But it co uld not
be done, though some one suggest ed that he pour
kerosene on it and then set it afire. Hop took
care to keep out of hi way,-but th re were plenty
others there who hMI whi ky v:ith them, and as
if to heal his wounded feelings, Oily George drank
copiously whenever the chance afforded. By the
time he had been there an hour he was just in
the right state to do almost anything, and he
called his .four cowboys together and told them
that he was going· to dance with Young Wild
'\Vest's sweetheart the next time the music struck
up, or know the reason why.
"If there's any trouble started," he said, shaking his finger wa1·ning·ly at them, "I want you to
help me out. Don't do any shooting unle.s you
can't help it. But I am going to dance with that
girl if I have to drag her around the room and
make her do it."
"Go ahead, boss," 0J)e of them said. "\Ve'll
stick to you. We're all putty well filled up with
bug-juice, an' if anything starts in the wr.y of
a rumpus you kin bet that we'll show 'em what
we're made of. If we take a notion we'll clean
thb blaml)d ranch out. We don't care if it is
Young Wi ld West's double shnffl.,. ''
I'

CHAPTER IX.-Oily George Meets His Wife.
Thing went along merrily at the celebration,
though Young Wild West and hi s partners were
continually on the watch for the trouble they
supposed might start at any time. Everybody
seemed to be thoroughly enjoying the!Jlselves,
though, of course, Mrs. Snodgrass did not show
herself . • However, she took an occasional oeep
into the room where th e uancing was going ,m,
and once when she saw hei- hu sband dancing about
as though he tho-1ght himself to be the star artist
upon the floor she could hardly restrain herself
from running out and facing him. But she was
a pretty level-headed woman, and quite cool at
that, and she waited for Young Wild West to tell
her when to come out. ·when Oily George came
back after talking with hi s four cowboys, Wild
decided that it would be a good time to settle th
thing. He really believed that a reconciliation
would be effected, and if . uch were the case the
couple might just as well have the opportunity
to take part in the celebration. "Et," said he to his sweetheart, "just wait a
minute. I think I'll go and fetch the woman out
now. Per haps her husband would be plea:;ed to
dance with her."
"All right, Wild," the girl said, eagerly. "I'm
anxious to see what happens when they come face
to face."
The young deadshot had no sooner left the ·
room when the rascally ranchman came hurriedly to the spot. .Charlie and Anna, and Jim and
Eloise were dancing with the crowd, and Arietta
was standing near the platform upon which ,-at
the two musicians. The fiddler was strikinl!: his
loudest and qui ·kest notes, while the man with
the accordion seemed to be trvinl!: his level best
to drown him out. The s ound s made b,· the feet
of the dancing couples and the laughter and talk
made it seem lively enough, and Young Wild
\Vest's sweetheart looked on with pleasure. But
sudd enly a big surprise came to her. Oily George
seized Arietta and pulled her out upon the danc floor. The girl uttered a startled ci:y and tore
herself from him.
"You've got to dance with me!" he cried, angrily.
Then Wild appeared. H e had heard the cry of
his sweetheart above the noise and confusion before ht had a chance to_say a word to Mrs. Snodgrass, and, as quick as a fla sh, he turned and ran
back to the aance-room. Snodgrass seemed to
have entirely forgotten himself, and though the
girl struck him a hard blow in the face he held
fast to her and succeeded in swinging her around
•·
toward the center of the room.
"I'm goin' to dance with Young 'W ild \Vest'11
best girl if I die for it!" he yelled at the top ol
his voice. "Boys, look out."
Spat!
A blow from a clenched fist caught him behind
the ear, and he instantly released his hold upon
the g-irl and fell sprawling upon the floor. Wild
had reached him, and had knocked him down with
one blow . The utmost confusion followed instantly. \\1omen screamed and hastened to get out of
the way, while the men surged forward to learn
what was 1roi nl!' on. Amon!!' thP. f::,ttpr w .. r .. H,.-
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four rascals Oily Beor.e:e had in his employ. Each
_
of them appeared with a drawn revo)ver.
"Who hit my boss?" one of them demanded, as
he made a threatening move with his gun and
looked at Wild.
"I did," was the quick reply, and then the gun
was sent flying from the rascal's hand. A sudden
blow followed, and he went staggering back
against the crowd.
"'Vhoopee! whoopee! \\"ow! wow! wow!"
shouted Cheyenne Cha1·lie. and then he started
in, striking out right and left. Two of the vilJai;is went down before him in a twinkling- and
the other pointed his revolver toward the ceiling
and fired a shot. Hoss Thompson and severnl of
the cowboys went at the four, and for the next
two of three minutes f:uiend was hit by friend
in an effort to annihilate the disturbers. Oily
George was knocked down as fast as he got up,
and, with his face bleeding and eyes nearly closed,
he at length managed to crawl out of the house.
He fell on the grass a short distance away and
yemained there to recover. Hop \\'ah had been
watching what was taking place, of course, and
he had kept a pretty good eve on the ranchman.
Oily George had not been lying on the gra$s. more
than a minute or two when Hop came to him.
"Whattee mattee, Misler Snodglass?" he said,
as though he was sympathizing ·with him. "You
aUee samee gittee velly muchee hurtee, so be."
"Is that you, heathen?'' the man answered, as
be raised his head.
"Lat me, allee light."
"Give me a drink of whisky, please," moaned
Oily George.
Hop was all fixed· for him, for he had anticipated such a request. He drew a flask from under
his jacket and, removing the cork, handed it to
the bruised rascal.
"Takee um dlink, Misler Snodglass," he advii::e<L "Velly goo dee tanglefoot, so be."
The ranchman did take a good drink. He got
three good wallows into him before he realized
that it was not whisky. Then he sputtered and
.
gasped and rolled 'over as if in agon_Y:
"Whattee mattee?" asked Hop, seizing him by
the arms and lifting him to a sitting posture.
"You-you gave me vinegar!" came the reply,
in a tone of disgu st. "That ain't whisky."
"Velly" stlange," and Hop picked up the flask
which had fallen upon the g1;ound, allowing the
contents to run out.
"Somebody play lillee jokee on poor Chinee,
mavbe'. Cowbov allee samee givee me some
goodee tanglefoot, he say. Me no ta,-tee. Me givee
you um first dlink."
This was anything but the truth, but Hop never
minded telling a little lie, especially when it was
for the purpose of carrying out a prnctical joke.
"Heathen, I've been pretty nigh killed, and I
want to go home. Get my horse for me, will ~-ou ?"
"Me no findee yc,u horse, so be. Somebody
takee."
This \\'as another untruth, but it suited Hop to
tell it, fo1· he knew very well that Wild did not
want the ranchman to go away yet.
"You comee with me," he suggested. "Maybe
me findee some goodee tanglefoot. Me fixee you
uppee. Givee you water and a towel, so you
washee you face. Velly muchee blood, so be. Me
no likee."

The ranchman permitted himself to be assisted
to his feet, and then Hop led llim arnund the corner of the house, just as one of the Yillainous cowboys was thrown out upon his head. Then another of them, followed in quick succession by two
more, making the sum total of the disturbers.
Hop did not wait to see what would happen next,
but dragg·ed his victim around to the little outhouse in which he slept with his brother and the
peon. Once he got Oily George inside he shut
the door and then struck a match. There was a
lantern there, ready to be lighted, and soon the
place was illumined sufficiently fol' the two to see
<1uite well. Oily Georg-e took a seat on a bench
and then Hop quickly brought him some water
and a towel. He did not try to play a joke on him
this time, but even assisted him to wash his face.
"Maybe you allee samee feelee bettee now, Misler Snodg-i-.ass," he observed, blandly.
"Not mut:h, I 1·eckon," was the repiy, with a sad
shake of the head. "I've been a fool, heathen. I
ought to have known better. But I got just
enough liquor in me to make me feel as though
I could do anything . . What did I want to bother
with Young Wild West's girl for, I'd like to
know?"
"Me no undelstandee," Hop declared. "Yo:u
makee bigee mistakee. Pletty soonee you be al~e
light."
"Do you think so?"
The question was asked with a sudden ea2erness that actually urprised Hop.
"l\1e velly sure, so be."
"You don't think Young Wild West will want
to punish me any further, do you?"
"Misler Wild no hurtee. He Yelly goodee Melican boy."
"Well, I think I've been hurt enough, anyhow.
I feel as though every bone in my body had been
broken, and I can just about see out of one eye,
and that's all. They certainly did hit me arful.
I've got a big lump behind my ear, too."
"Misler Wild hittee you behind you ear, so be.
Me see lat."
"Yes; he hit me because I was dragging his
girl around the room and hying to make her
dance with me."
Hop grinned, and then feeling a bit sorry for
him, gave him a flas1< that really contained \iquor.
But Oily George was suspicious, and he just
touched his tongue to it at first. Finding it was
all right, he took a good drink, ad then he declared that he felt ready to face anything further
that might come.
"We waitee lillee while," Hop suggested. "Maybe evelythling be allee light, !en, so we go in and
findee Young Wild West."
"I think I'd better go home, heathen. If vou
find my horse I'll give you five dollars."
Before the Chinaman could make a reply the
door was forced open and in came Cheyenne
Charlie.
"Hello!'' the scout called out delightedly. "So
here yer are, eh, Oily George? We've been lookin' for yer. Thought may be you might have got
on your horse an' started for home. Jest keep him
here, Hop. I'll go in an' tell Wild and Jim."
Out he went, Oily George endeavoring to seize
him by the a1·m to plead with him, no doubt. But
he was too late, so the defeated rascal turned to
Hop and said:
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' "I'm going now. They certainly mean to give
me a good beating, or maybe they'll hang me."
_ "Sittee down, Misler Snodglass," Hop advised,
at the same time showing his big revolver. "No
one hurtee you. Me knowee lat velly muchee."
Completely cowed and in a state of arrant fear,
the ranchman dropped back upon the bench. It
was not Jong that he had to wait, for in came the
scout, followed by Wild and Jim.
"So you got him here, eh, Hop?" the young
deadshot said,_in his cool and easy way. "Good!
\Ve were so much occupied in preventing the
crowd from killing the four cowboys that we had
· no time to come out and look for him. I knew he
1-eached the door, though, for I saw him crawling
across the floor on his hands and knees. "
"Me findee allee light, Mister Wild. Misler
Snodg·Lass feelee velly muchee bad, so be. He
velly solly he wantee dance with Missee Alietta."
"I reckon he is. He certainly looks it, anyhow," and the voung· deadshot laughed. _
. The laugh caused the rascally ranchman to
brighten up somewhat, and he at once began
pleading with Wild.
"Take it easy, Snodgrass," the boy answered.
"Don't think for an instant that we are going to
kill you . We are not even going to hurt you,
for I think vou have had enough. I'll bet vou
-;iever received a worse lickin' in alt your life."
"I never did!" exclaimed Oily George, shaking
his head sadlv. "I'm smarting· all over my whole
body, from the top of my head to the soles of
my feet. I wish you had never come down he1·e
to Buckhorn Ranch. Then there couldn't have
been anv aouble shuffle to celebrate your visit."
"That;s all right. It's all yo ur own fault. I
happen to know that you brought ' four men over
here for the purpose of making trouble. · Don't
deny it now, Snodgrass, because I heard it pretty
straight. What happened proved it pretty well,
too. But it's all rili.'ht. I'm going to forgive you
for that. Do vou feel like having another dance?"
"No, no!" ·cried Oily George, throwing· up his
hands.
"Well, make yourself feel that way, then, for
vou ar-e certainly going to have another dance
before you leave Buckborn Ranch. Now, then,
come along with me. You don't look in a very
presentable shape, but I reckon it won't make
any difference. If the crowd laughs at you, take
it ·good-n·a turedly."
"I've been laug·hed at enoug·h tonight, I think," ·
and the victim shook his head and felt of his hair,
which was about as stiff as the glue and molasses could make it.
"Never mind that. You came here to have a
g·ood time, and it's your own fault if you don't ,
have it. You're going- to have another dance.
There's a nice lady in the house who will be
pleased to dance with you, I think. after you have
been introduced."
Oily George again shook his head. But there
was no help for it, so he got up and followed
them all to the house. Wild left him in the
kitchen in charge of Charlie, Jim and Hon, and
went and found Arietta.
"Et," said he, "just lead Mrs. Snodg-rass to the
center of the room in there and stay there with
her till I come in with her husband."
"All right, Wild," the . girl answered, eag-erlv.
"I've just been talkine: to hee and she rnallv n.l't~

as thoug·h she feels sorrv that he got such an
awful beating-. I think she will make UP wjth.
him if he shows any desire to d-0 so."
"Maybe that will be the best way to settle it.
anyhow. "I'll see to it that he does show a desire."
Back to the kitchen went the boy, and takingOily George by the arm he hustled him on
through to the dance-mom. The music had stopped, but 11:uests were standing around in g-roups,
all looking toward the center of the room, where
stood Arietta and the woman. Arietta saw to it
that Mrs. Snodgrass' back was turned so her
husband would not be apt to recognize her right
away. Wild came forward with his victim, and
a burst of laughter went up.
After the two came Charlie and Jim, while Hop
broug·ht up the rear, marching in bow-leg-2:ed
fashion and making- funny motions with his
hands. The young- deadshot sto pped within a
few feet of his sweetheart and the woman.
"Lad ies and gentlemen," he called out, "I hope
you will all be silent for a minute or two. I am
going- to introduce Mr. Snodgrass to a ladv who
mig-ht be inclined to dance with him if he requests her to do so."
Instantly a silence came over the room.
"Mr. Snodgrass," Wild said, a s he reached over
and touched the woman on the arm, "I take great
pleasure in introducing you to y our wife."
As she turned so he e:ot a square look at her
face, Oily George uttered a _gasping- cry and
would have fallen to the floor if Charlie had not
caught him.
"Mercy! mercy!" he cried, as thoug-h filled with
ang·uish. "I'll never ..do it again! I'll never do it
again!''
In s pite of the fact that Wild had called fo r
silence a roar of laughter went up from those
who saw his motions and heard his words. An
ang-ry gleam shone in the eves of the discarded
wife. But it was only for a moment. Then her
face softened, and leaning over the cowering man
she pointed her fing·er at him accusingl¥ and said:
"You ran away from me and I have been all
this time trying- to find you. I've found you.
now, and I would like to know what you intend
to do."
"I was goine- to send for you, Annie," he answered , feebly. "Honest I was. I was onlv try-·
ing to get a good home for you so I could start
you right. I want you to go home with me now."
Then, for the first time, the woman broke down
and bee·an weeping·. Arietta took her by the arm
and led her from the room, and a minute or two
later Wild' followed with Oily Georg-e, while the
g·uests talked in whispers.
"I reckon the best thing· to do with them, Et,
is to let them be alone for a while. Thev can
talk it over then and decide upon just what thev
are going to do," the young deadshot said.
''Of course. Wild," was the reply. "Let them
go rig·ht in the little sitting-room here."
So the two were taken to the room and the
door closed, and then our hero went Ol:lt and
ordered the music to start up.
"Everybody join in and make this a rousini? old
celebration," he called out. "Don't think that
this is all intended for me. That woman traveled
many miles and has been a long- time findina:
hA1~ hn~ho.-.rl
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out all ril!.'ht with her. We know vrettv well that
Oily · George don't amount to a whole lot, but her
influence may J!Wde him in a better l)ath. Now,
then, I l)rol)ose three cheers for our double
shu,rlel"
Every one l)resent joined in J!iVinl!.' the cheer,
1µJd the rafters of the buildinl!.' fairlv shook.

CHAPTER X.-The Wind-Ull of the
Celebration.
The four cowbovs who were thrown out of
the house after beinl!.' so roul!.'hly handled bv the
anl!,'ry cowboys lost no time in making their way
to their horses. Two of them were hardlv able
to mount, but the others had escal)ed anvthinl!.'
like serious injury. A way they rode out upon the
bi£ cattle ranl!.'e. But they did not l!.'0 very far
before the man called Razor advised a halt.
"Boys, what are we runnin' away for?" he
asked, when the rest had come to a stop. "Don't
vou think we ou_g hter git satisfaction for what's
hal)pened? Most likely they've killed the boss
afore this. I didn't see anything of him when we
come out. I for one ain't goin' to run away without gittin' square."
"Ah, I ain't, either," his pard declared, vigorously. "I was thinkin' that afore you sl)oke. Mv
idea is to £0 back there an' set fire to every
buildin£ there is. That's one way of mttin' satisfaction."
"Let's do it," a third suggested, eal!.'erly.
"I'm willin'," the fourth exclaimed.
Raor alone did not seem to think very well
of the sugl!.'estion.
"Maybe it won't do, bovs," he declared, shakinl!.' his head. "We would git hung for it if we
was ketched."
~
"But we mustn't let 'em ketch us," his llard
said, qwckly. "We kin git across the river over
into Mexico an' stav there. It ain't verv likely
that Oily George will keep up workin' for him
after what's happened, even if he's alive an' l!.'its
back to his ranch. He's jest the kind of a man
fo blame it all on to us. He would say ri£ht
away that we had no rll!.'ht to start a fil!.'ht."
"He told us to do it, didn't he?" one of the
others ventured.
"Yes, that's all ril!.'ht, too. But since he found
out it didn't work he'll blame it on to us, sure.
Let's sro back there an' set fire to somethin', anyhow."
The other two were bent upon doinl!.' :It, so
Razor finally gave in.
"I feel as though I'd like to git a . hot at
Youn£ Wild West," he said, shaking his head
savairely. "But I wouldn't want to take the risk
of doin' it, 'cause he's altogether too Quick for
me. Did vou see how he knocked the boss down ?
It was only an easy crack he irave him behind the
ear, too, but Oily Georire sartinlv went flat on
the floor, an' no mistake."
"l'd like to l!.'it a crack at Young Wild West
with a club!" exclaimed one of the four. "I'll
bet he would never .l!'.it up ait'in."
"The best way to settle the whole thinJ! is to
set fire to the house. That will spoil the celebra- ,
tion, an' Younl!.' Wild West's double shuffle will
Mme to a mivhtv ,m;,..1, •m rlln'. Jf it ain't i.tnn-
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"Ped bv us it will keep up till davliJ?ht, most
likely."
"It was Razor's pard who said this. He• seemed to be the leader of the four, anyhow, and as
he turned his horse and started to ride slowlv
back toward the ranch the other:;; followed willinJ!ly. But Pard, as we will call him, seemed
to be in no "Particular hurry. When quite near
the house, which was l!'litterinl? with lights in
every window, he turned to the right and began
£oinir around toward the rear. Reachine: a little
grove at the other side, he brought his horse to a
halt and his companions did likewise.
"Nov then, boys," he said, "it ouithter be a
mil!.'htv easy thin.I! to set that blamed place on
·fire. Everybody is interested in dancin' al!:'in, I
see. They soon J!'Ot over the excitement we
caused in there. Jest hear 'em laul!,'hin', an' hear
that music! It's sartinlv fine music, too, an'
there ain't no doubt about that. Seems like a
pity to bust it Ull."
He forced a laul!.'h as he said this, arrtl one
of the others did his best to imitate it.
"We'll leave our horses right here," the leader
of the villains resumed, with a nod of his head.
"There's a haystack right over there, so all we've
J?ot to do is to each take an armful an' sneak u-p
to the house. We kin shove it under the corner
this way, an' then when it's lit it won't be more
than five minutes afore the whole blamed thinJ.i.'
will be blazin'. The wind is blowin' in the ri£ht
direction, you know."
"Let's do it, then an' have done with it," Razor
suirgested, showinl!.' that he felt a little anxiety
about it.
"Come on then," one of the others spoke up.
"If we're i?oin' to burn Buckhorn Ranch down
let's do it an' have done with it. But I mean to
make strail!.'ht for the river an' J?it on the other
side as soon as possible. I'll leave a few of m,
belong-in's over at the Elite Ranch. I know.
But that can't be helped. I sartinly won't have
time to J?it 'em after this."
"There's one thin£ about it, boys," Pard said.
"If this thini? is done in right shape an' the fire
l!'its go.in' good, so none of the hay kin be found,
they will never be able to prove that we started it
.1!'.0in'. The kitchen is ri,g-ht close to the corner
of the house, an' most likely there's a fire in the
stove. How will they know, 'if nobody happens
to be there when the fire starts, that it didn't
ketch from the stove? I think vou fellers is in a
little too much of a huny about £ittin' across
the river. Mv idea is to wait lonl!.' enough to
make sure that they can't find out how the fh·e
started, an' then if it's all riJ?ht we kin ride on
over to the ranch an' make out that we come
straight there after we was kicked out."
This idea appealed stronglv to the other three,
and they consented to do as the leader advised.
Pard saw to it that when they took the hay
over, there would be no trace of the stuff havin_gbeen disturbed. Then the four each carried an
armful to the house, sneakinl!.' up cautiouslv and
reachinl!.' it without bein_g- observed. The hay was
pushed under a corner of the house, where. there
was a space of a couple of feet, and Uien, after
listeninl!.' cautiously and peerinit into the ooen
window to see . if any one was there, the leader
produced a match.
"T'II no the touchin' nff. " 1-,,. ""irl . in a whi~ner.
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Realizing that there was no other way out ol'
"I want a hand in it, too," one of the others
it the boy fired twice in rapid succession, and
declared.
'' Al1' right, then. Let's all of us light it at the down went the two horses. When he 11:alloped
up to the spot he found two men standing there,
same time."
Razor reluctantly consented to this. so the next their hands over their heads.
"Ah!" he exclaimed. "You surrender, do you?
moment matches were struck and the hay was
Well I reckon that's the best thin11: you can do."
set on fire.
Keepin11: his revolver covering- them, he disIn Jess than fifteen minutes Snodgrass and his .mounted and quici9y relieved them of their
wife became reconciled, and .even though he pre- weapons.
sented anything but a pleasing 3:ppearance. the
"Now, then," he said, "just march along ahead
ranchman led her out into the b11i:; room wl:iere of me and do as I tell you. I want to see what
the dancin2: was in progress. But 1t .was a h~tle happened to the other two."
different now. Instead of jeering· and laug·hmg
He was not long in g·etting- back to the sp0t
at him, the cowboys and others present looked where the first two men had fallen. One of them
on in an appreciative sOl't of way, and ~r~sent!Y lav motionless, but the other was sitting- up and
when a polka started up and the couple .1omed m g-roaning- as though he was in terrible pain. The
with the rest there was tonsiderable cheering latter was Razor.
done. The woman seemed to be m~re t~an. pleas"You g·ot us, Young- Wild West!" he exclaimed,
ed, and Oily Georg·e, with his hair sticking UD
as the bov faced him, revolver in hand. "I was
straight, from the effect of the glue and mo- ag'in doin' it, but the rest stuck to it, so I had
lasses, actually smiled as he went round and to help 'em out, that's all. All four of us lighted
round the floor. The polka was _not7et co~clude_d matches an' started the blaze goin'. They've put
when Mike, the peon, came rushm2: m, wavmg h!s it out, I reckon, 'cause I don't see no more blaze.
arms frantically and yelling, at the toD of his Take me an' hang me if you want to. My pard is
voice:
fi ,,,
dead. I reckon he got a bullet clean throug-h his
"Fire! fire! Somebody set da house on re.
heart."
Young Wild West, cool as he always was. was
"I didn't want to kill him," Wild answered, with
the first to run out of the house. He was fo_llowed a shake of his head. "But I'm not sorry if I did."
closely by Jim ])art, and Cheyenne Charlie was
An exclamation told that the man really was
not far behind him. The young· deadshot rnn dead. The bullet had entered his right side as he
out from the kitchen and saw the blaze that had turned in the saddle, and must have pierced his
been started by the four villainous .men from the heart. It was not long- before a dozen or moi:e
Elite Ranch.
.
.
cowboys were upon the scene. Some of them
"Put out the fire, boys!" he exclaimed and were for mali:ing Quick work of the wounded man
then, hatless, he ran around to the front of the and the two who had not been harmed . · But a
house and seized the first horse he came . to. few words from the dashing young· deadshot
which happened to be· saddled and ready to n~e. calmed them somewhat, and the result wa,; that
Quickly untying· the animal he leaped astncle the prisoners were taken back to the ranch and
and then rode out into the darh-ness ~way from imprisoned in an empty room, so they mig·ht be
the gfare of light the fl.ame-s were causmg. It was taken to Short Creek the first
in the morna fucky move the young· deadshot made, for he ing. For the ~econ<l time thatthing
the celebracaug-ht. sig·ht of ;::ome creeping· fig·ures not far tion at Buckhorn Ranch had nig·ht
been interrupted.
ahead. The bov Quickly drew his revolver and, But when all were atisfied th;it there was no
with a satisfied noel, · urged the bronc ho he was chance of a · further interruption, and that the
riding to its fastest pace. A few secon~s. later three prisoners were safely housed, the dancinl!'
he was able to make out four horsemen ndmg as struck up again.
though for their lives.
At eleven o'clock an elaborate supper was servWild knew it must be the ones who h.<td fired .ed , and Young Wild West and Arietta led the
the building-. so he promptly called out:
_g-rand march when the couples filled in the din"Halt. or I'll shoot!"
ing·-room to partake of it. Oily George and his
He had made no mistake about it. for, sure wife were in the l)rocession, and. strange a,; it
enough, the four cowboys who had started the may seem, the ranchman, who had prided himfire were riding· away. As if he thoug_ht they self upon being· a dude. acted in a very g-entlehad more than a fair chance of escaPm!!' and manly way, while his wife seemed to be perfectly
meant to show his ·venom, Razor's pard shouted. content at having- found him. After supper Hop
in reply:
·
,,
Wah gave a half-hour entertainment in the
"Shoot an' we'll shoot at you!
dance-room, and' then dancing· was resumed.
That was Quite enoug·h for Young Wild West.
The next morning- as the prisoners and the
Crack! crack!
.
body of the man that had been shot were beinl!'
Two shots ran_g· out and. dark as it was, his taken from the ranch, Young- Wild West turned
aim was Quite true, for, with yells Qf paii:_i, two of to his friends and said :
the riders went rolling- to the g-round, then· horses
"Well, I reckon the double shuffle wa~ a
i?alloping off, riderless.
nlig·htv big· success. A few · unexpected tlurig-s
may !~ave happened, but, on the whole, I consirler
Crack!
d'd
One
of the others fired in answer, but W'ld
1
1
it about the best celebration that was ever held at
not even feel the hum of the bullet.
Buekho~n Ranch. We'll let it 1;0 at that."
Meanwhile he was continuing at full speed and
rapidly overtaking them. Ag-ain he called out for
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
them to stop, but they did not obey.. T~en an· WEST
CAPTURING A CHIEF; or, ARIETTA
other shot was fired at him; and this time the
AS A CAVALRY SCOUT."
bulli:1t came dang-erously close to his head.
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A BOY FROM THE STREET
-Or.-

The Waif Who Became a Merchant
By DICK ELLISON
A Serial Story

CHAPTER VIII.
A Step Forward.
"Hallo!" shouted Jack; "take us on board, won't
you?"
The water was ice cold, and Jack, burdened as
he was with the little girl, knew that he could
not keep afloat long.
The tug captain threw )'lim a ~ine and 9uickly
hauled him on board, bemg quite surpnsed to
find that he had a little girl with him.
The captain of ·the tug asked a good many
questions which the boy cut short by saying that
they were cold and wet and would like to go into
the engine-room to dry themselves.
By the fire Jack removed his own and the child's
outer clothing and hung them up to dry, after
which he related briefly what had happened, and
asking to be put ashore as soon as was convenient.
"I'm landing pretty soon," said the captain,
"and I'll let you ashore then. _·ou won't want
to go till the kid is warm and dry, I don't expect.''
"No, I gotter see that she is all right," said
Jack, "for it won't do for her to catch cold and
be took sick. It was the only way to get away
from those brutes, and I had to take it, hard as
it was."
At last hen they were both dry enough to venture forth, Jack thanked the captain, and, putting
the child on his shoulder, hurried home as fast
as he could go, and in a short time Tillie was
made comfortable, furnished kith a good supper,
and put to bed.
"I guess I'll have to go to some other place,
mi ssus," said Jack to his landlady. "Watts and
the old woman know this place, and they'll be
tryin' all sorts o' ways to get the kid back and
there won't° be no rest for you or me or anybody.
I hate to go, but then my stand is burned up and
there's no use stayin' there any longer, and it'll
be better for all hands, I guess, if I go some place
el,e."
"Maybe it will, Jack, but I'm sorry to lose you,
for it's hard enough to get money there days, and
the little you give me is welcome enough."
Jack went around to his old stand the next
morning and found that what remained of it had
been carried off by street boys, which relieved him
of having to clear away the rubbish.
"I was afraid you had become disgusted and
gone away after this· last misfortune," said Mr.
Williamson, when he saw the boy. "No one knew
anything . about you, and Phil was nearly distracted. He has a proposition to make, and I think
it ii, a c:ood one, though it may take more money

than you have put by. However, there need be
no trouble on that score."
Jack looked inquhingly at his friend, and the
latter continued:
"Phil has found a small store to rent on Sixth
avenue, not very far from us, and he thinks it
is just the place for you. The rent is not excessive, and you will have room for a more varied
stock than you can carry at present. As it can
be warmed, you can keep more delicate fruib, to
say nothing of early vegetables, fo1· which there is
a good market, and I don't doubt that with your
hustling qualities you can establish a good trade.
The store is deep enough for you to have sleeping quarters in the rear, so that you will be saved
room rent."
"It ain't a bad idea," said Jack. "I was thinkin' of movin', _an' there's nothin' th' matter with
uptown. I'll see the place, anyhow, find out what
the rest is, size up the folks livin' around there,
an' then settle on it. It's gettin' to be too lively
down here an' I tell you why."
Jack then related how Tillie had been stolen,
how he had followed and found her, and his reasons for wishing to move.
"If you intend to keep the little girl with you,
it is better to move,'' observed Mr. Williamson.
"Phil will be delighted at having you so near, but
there are other reasons why the change is a desirable one. Don't let the matter of rent trouble
you if you think it is reasonable and you can
make a fair profit. You can borrow all you want
from me and pay when you like."
Jack went uptown, saw the store, noticed that
there wa, no place like the kind he intended to
keep within several blocks, looked over the· neighbors, and finally said to Phil, who accompanied
him:
" ' Veil, it's all right, and the rent ain't too much,
'cause I think I can do a good trade, but I gotter
borrow money, and I don't like to do that."
"That needn't worry you," laughed Phil, "for
I've taken the store for a month and bought stock.
I 'm going to hire you to run it, and if you want
to buy me out at any time you can."
"But suppose I don't make it pay?" asked Jack,
blushing.
"\Yell, I'll wait till that time comes,'' returned
,
Phil.
The store wa s opened the next day, but Jack
moved in that afternoon and took Tillie with him,
having furnished two bed-rooms in the rear.
The shelving and counter were already in and
the place was freshly painted and papered, so that
all that was necessary was to get in a stove put
'
up shades and have a sign painted.
"They won't find me way ·up here," said Jack
to Phil that afternoon, as they were arranging
the stock. "I s'pose Hoolihan an' her copper think
they've run me out downtown, but what'd they
think if thev saw this place?"
"That Jack Spratt was too many for them"
laughed Phil. "By the way, that isn't you re~l
name, is it?''
"I dunno," answered Jack. "I've been called
that so long that I've kind o' got to thinkin' it
was."
"But don't you rem~mber anything else? Have •
you always lived in New York? Can't you remem her any one you Jived with?"
"There was the old 11•1man." said Jack. "She
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died. Before that there was a place where there
weren't so many houses, and there were trees and
grass and a little horse and cows and things.
Seems to me there was a big house and a lot o'
women hangin' ,around, and I used to go out in
a carriage. I used to tell th' old woman about
these things, but she said I was only dreamin'.
Say, do folks ever dream about things they never
saw?"
"If they haven't seen them, they may have
heard of them or seen pictures of them. I might
dream of going to places in Europe that I have
never seen but often read about. If you dreamed
of a big house and grounds, of hors es and carriages and servants, you must have known about
them. I don't believe you were dreaming, and I
don't believe you are just the boy from the street.
I never did believe it from the first. You are
somebody, Jack Spratt, and some day we may find
out who you are."
"Well, I'm only Jack Spratt now, anyhow, and
we've got to work if we want to open this place
to-morrow." ·
Jack did open it, and it was not long before the
families in the neighborhood found out what a
good place it was, and began to patronize it ext ensively.
_
At the end of the month Jack had to hire a
boy with a push-cart to deliver hi s orders, to put
in an ice-box in which to keep prime butter, newly
laid eggs, fre sh mushrooms and other delicacies.
H,e had to keep the place warm in order to preserve his new lettuce, cucumbers, strawberries,
oranges and other delicate fruit, and to put up
more shelving- and · educe the size of his slender
quarters.
At the encl of the month the h.rge front window di splayed the name of "Jack Spratt, dealer
in hi gh-cla ss fruit, butter, eggs and vegetabes"
in neat white letters, and no one who stopped in
f a iled to come again.
The name of Jack Spratt became known for a
mile around, and the boy said to Phil:
«Say, ·I don't think Jack Spratt is such a baa
name. Folks laugh at it and say funny things,
but they come in and buy and then they come
a ga in. Thi s store ain't no slouch, I'm tellin'
th PJYl that."
,
"No, indeed, it isn't, and neither are you. You're
n o+ ~orry you bought me out, are you?"
" Ah, go on, Phil," laughed Jack. "I never did
buy you out. You never owned the- stoTe. You
w ere only putting up for me till I could get enoug'h
t o run it myself. Nobody ever took you for the
boss."
"Quite right," answered Phil, dryly.
"I .
w a sn't."
'
.Tack now and then went to market, although
th e commission men generally sent to him, and one
day he ran across Officer Ryan, who was glad to
see him, and asked him no end of questions,
"It's glad I am that you are doing so fine, Jack
Spratt," he said, "and if ever I get uptown I'll
drop in and see you."
The next day another acquaintance of Jack's
put in an appearance;in the person of Mrs. Hoolihan, who walked into the store, yearing a new
dress, an amazing bonnet and a big muff, and
said:
"Sm·e,· an' how are ye, Jack Spratt. So ye're
clerkin', are yez? And the little girrul, how is

she? Yez find it betther worrkin' for some wan
else than bein' yer own boss, I surlpose?"
"It's too bad you never learned to read, MrR.
Hoolihan," said Jack.
"And who's tellin' vez I can't? Sure, I've been
readin' fur the lasht twinty--five years, an' me
name -i s M1:s. Casey now, I'll have yez know, ·Mrs.
Roundsman Casey, av ye please."
·
"Then it's worst than I thought," said Jaclc.
"What do yez mean?"
"Why, you must be blind not to see my name
on the ' window. This is my store, Mrs. Casey. So
you've married the copper, eh? Was that the only
way of getting hunk on him? Well, you can't
say I ever wished him any su6!1 hard luck, though
I never did have much use for him."
"It's not everything I read that I believe," muttered Mrs. Casey, and then she flounced out.
"I wonder what brought her here?'' thought
Jack. "No good, I'll be bound."

CHAPTER IX.
. Butts Jones In Trouble.
The next day Roundsman Casey came into the
store, looking more important than ever since his
promotion and ·appointment to an uptown precinct.
"I hear yez are head clerk in the store," he
said, preparing to help himseli to some es pecially
fine g1·apes on the counter.
"Want a pound of those, Casey?" asked Jack.
"They're fine a s silk and only a dollar a pound.
There's about two pounds in that bunch. It's a
beauty, isn't it? They are for my swell customers .'-'
"Call me Mr. Casey, av yez please," said the
off.cer.
"And let my things alone," replied Jack. '!Do
you think this is an Italian pushcart?"
"I suppose the boss pays yez fail-ly well," said.
Casey, reti·eating from the grapes.
"Yes, he gives me al! there i s left after the
r ent and the boy and the stock are paid for. That's
pretty good, ain't it?"
"Yez hov th' girrul wid yez, I suppos:e ? Yez'll
·be sindin' her to school an' havin' her vaccinated
and all · that av yez don't want the law down on
yez. Have yez a license?"
"I ain't taking half the license you're takin',
Casey. You're just sticking your nose in what
is none of your business. If you want to do business here, all right, but if you only come to loaf
and try to bully me, I'll let your captain know it
in a hurry. You can't bulldoze .me for a cent, and
you might as well know it first as last."
"Sure, I wor on'y a skin' yer these questions for
your own good," replied Casey, considerably taken
down.
"Rats !" answered Jack. "You were nosing,
that's what, and trying to make trouble. You
think because I'm a boy you can walk all over
me, but you're just as much mistaken as if you'd
lost your pocket, so clear out unless you've got
money to spend."
Casey colored to his temples, but left the store
without asking any more questions.
(To be continued.)
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GOOD READING
A ST AR BIGGER THAN BETELGEUSE
~fore t~an 30,000 times larger than the earth,
Mu-a, which appears as but a speck in the sky,
has replaced the famous Betelgeuse as the heave~'s second largest known star, having an angular
diameter of alrout 250,000,000 miles, according to
measurements just completed at the Mount Wilson Observatory of the Carnegie Institution of
Washington.
Antares alone, having a diameter of about 400 000,000 miles, outranks this newly measured cele~tial giant, which until now has defied measurement since 1596, when its wonders were first discovered by the ancient astronomer Fabricius.
With a diameter of only 8,000 miles, our own earth
could be buried in one of the remotest cm·ners of
Mira.
. The measure~ents were obtained by Dr. Francis G. Pease with the twenty-foot Michelson interferometer attached to the observatory's 100inch telescope, and the achievement constitutes
the first successful measurement of a variable
star with definite period of light variation. It
was with the same interferometer that the first
measurements of Betelgeuse were obtained about
four ears ago.
NEW COMET TO VISIT OUR HEAVENS
A faint comet which may, however, become
bright enough to be seen by the unaided eye as a
small patch of light, has been discovered by Prof.
Richard Schon of the Berg~dorf Observato1-y,
ne_ar Hamburg, ~rmanybaccording to advices received" at Cambridge by r. Harlow Shapley, di. l'6ctor of the Harvard College Observatory.
The celestial visitor is said to be Tuttle's comet
which was first discovered in 1790 by P. F.
Mechain at the Paris Observatory. After this, it
was lost until 1858 when C. W. Tuttle, then at
the Harvard Observatory, rediscovered it and
found that it was periodic, returning to the neighborhood of the earth every fourteen years. Now
it has returned for the fifty time since his obs~rvation.
At present it is of the eleventh magnitude, so
that it can only be seen with the aid of a telescope of moderate power. It is in the constelJation of the Sextant, below the bright star Reg11lus,
which is directly south about 8 o'clock in the evenine. Regulus is at the end of the handle of the
"Sickle," a group of stars in the con stellation of
the Lion resembling that gardening implement.
The comet is moving toward the northeast so that
it is coming into a better position for observation.
As it is not a very lai-ge comet, however, and
when nearest, is farther away from the earth
than the sun, we will not get a very close view of
it at the best.
U. · S. WILL MAKE "CURED" BANKNOTES
The Treasury has made plans for printing moi-e
paper money in the 11ext fiscal year than ever has
been turned out by the American Government in
any other twelve months in history.

Orde1·s have been prepared for purchase <>f
200,000,000 sheets of distinctive silk fibre paper,
from each sheet of, w~ich eight pieces of cunency
are made, and begmnmg July 1 the great Bureau
~f Engravin_g and Printing will be run at maxmrn~ capacity to meet the nation's paper money
1·equuements. An order for 25,000,000 sheets already has gone to the manufacturers and this
im,1allment will be delivered in three w'eeks.
Announcement . of the Treasury's program,
made recently, disclosed that never in any one
year before had 01·ders for money paper exceeded
150,000,000 sheets. That quantity was ordered
during the year now coming to a close, and it was
about 20 per cent. greater than ever was used be•
fore in a like period.
. Coincidentally "'.ith announcement of the print~ng .Pr_ogr?m, Ass1sta,nt Secretary Dewey, whose
~ob it 1s to see there 1s plenty of money available
1
m the coun!ry, made known that the Treasury
would take its first step July 1 toward building
up a currency reserve.
By this method it is hoped the life of the paper
money may be prolonged. An opportunity will be
had for "curing" the money before it goes into
active service, and this process is expected to
keep it from fraying, cracking and otherwise going to pieces so easily.
The lift of the $1 bill now is only about eight
months, whereas Treasury expe1·ts figure it should
be about a year. In pre-war days the average $1
bill would wear about fourteen or fifteen months
but tin:ies ha'.'e changed. Mr. Dewey is convinced
that high pr1ces, use of automobiles, the necessities of commerce and industry and modern ideas
and habits co1!1pel the canying of more money .
Thus the silver dollar has fallen into disuse
and the dollar bill and bills of larger denomination
have come into greater use, with the result they
wear out mm·e quickly.
- The Treasury has not been able since the war
to print money fast enough to permit establishment of a reserve. Mr. Dewey said..the bills now
printed and placed in circulation within ten days,
and tests have proved they should not pass
through the printing stages in less than a month
and should be "cured" 1or "seasoned" two or three
weeks longer.
With the gigantic p1·ogram outlined for the next
fiscal year it is his belief current demands can be
met and a return to the proper process of hand·
ling the bills accomplished.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
SINK SHIPS AT LOW IlRIDGES
Low bridges span the River Spree in Germany
and interfece seriously with the passage of ex' cursion steamer s loaoed w ith holiday makers
from Berlin. Hence a new »teamer i::; being built,
to carry 1,000 pas:senger;;, that will be equipped
with large tanks winch when fill~d with water,
will submerge the hull sufficiently to pass under
the lowest bndge on the river.
BOUNT:l'. OFF E RED FOR FLIE!:i
School children who like to kill flies may earn
money from the warfare this summer. A woman's·
cb,.1b of Yakima, Wash., has offered to pay 5 cents
for each two-oi.;nce bottle filled with dead flies.
The insects are a nuisance in the 01·chards and a
menace to the health of the workers in the fruit
fodustry. The flies, a s well a s yellow jackets and
bees, are attracted by the ripe fruit of the packing houses.
SACRED ADAM'S APPLE
What is said to be the costliest fruit in the
world is the "etrog," or sacred Jewish citron,
sometimes known as the paradise or Adam's apple, a single perfect specimen of which will sell
for as much a;; $23. Outwardly resemblmg a
lemon, the etrog is said to be so extremely !!rOmatie that one suffices to perfume a whole room.
It has a thick rind, bitter and seedy pulp and
scanty juice of a sweet-sour taste, a~d is suit_ab\e
for making jelly. Po'[)'Ular Mechanics says it 1s
used in ceremonies during the Feast of the Tabernacles.
ANCIENT STONE AXES ARE FOUND IN
IOWA
Two stone axe» which may prnve to be among
the earliest antiquities thus far found within the
limits of the United States have been b1·ought to
the Smiths ian In titution by H. L. Straight, a
b rick manufacturer of Adel, Ia., says Science.
T h ese ancient implements are crudely shaped and
were discovered under twenty-five feet of apparently undistu rbed clay, according to th~ informat ion given to Neil M. Judd, archeologtst of the

United States National Muse..im, who is investigating the find. The digging of a trench for the
laying of a narrowlgauge railway in the clay
pits used by Mr. Straight led to the unearthing of
the tools. On account of the possible importance
of the discovery, the Smithsonian Institution is
planning to send a geologist to make a careful
study of the site to determine whether the axes
are as antique as the depth of burial indicates.
Mr. Judd pointed out that before the extreme antiquity of the axes could be determined, the report of the geoloe-ist shO\,ing geologic age of the
strata in which they were buried mu:;t be received.

LAUGijS
"The true secret of success is to find out what
the people want." "And then zive it to them?"
"No; corner it."
New Boarder-What's the row upstairs? Landlady--It's that professor of hy1motism tryin,r
to get his wife's permission to zo out this evenin/!:.
Mrs. Casey-Sure, th' /!:oat has ate all av
l\fag-zie's piano music.
Mr. Casev - Thank
heavens! Now, if he'd oaly ate th' pianny, Oi'd
pension him for loife!

'"My doctor told me that paper money is simplv
alive with g-erms." "He did?" "Yes. and then
h& accepted a two-dollar bill for g-ivine: me the
information."
''I'm dad we didn't get any duplicates," .,.~aid
the bride as they inspected the wedding- g-ifts. "I
wouldn't 11ind if somebody would duplicate that
check your father g·ave us," replied the brideg-room.
Romantk Old Maid-Tell me, have you ever
picked up anv bottles on the beach? BoatmaaWerry · often, miss! Romantic Old Maid-And
have vou found anything· in them? BoatmanNot a blessed drop. miss.
Mrs. Newedd (complaing·lv-When we e:o anvwhere now, we have to take the old street car.
Before our marriag-e you always called a tax:i.
Newedd-Yes; that's the reason we have to take
a street car now.
"It is a marvel to me how a citizen can so sudden.Iv transform himself into a soldier." "Oh.
we have a chance to stud,· tactics all the time.
Every married man, for instance, has to be a
master of strate_g-y."
Mrs. True Genteel-Good-morning-, Mrs. Carrots. Going- to New York to do a little shoppinz? Mrs. Gusby Carrots (whose husband has
acQuired sudden riches)-No, I've just returned.
I boug-ht a nice Rubens this morning·. and. I <leclare! when I called at my husbaad's office h~ tolcl
me he had boug-ht a Rembrandt bv the . _.me
artist yesterday afternoon.
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POINTS OF INTEREST
A PERSIAN BARBER
Evc.n :,,O prosaic occupation as that of shaving
;;.eems invested with a share of romance in Per,;ia.
The sho;l we visited was a typical one--a square
room, with one side open to the street. In the
center was a tiny bed of flowers sunk in 'the flool·,
from the middle of which rose an octagonal ~tone
tolunm three feet high. The capital of the column
formed a receptacle for the water in which the
barber dipped his hand as he shaved hi s curntomer's sca lp-in Persia they do not lather. The
1c-hop was very clean. In two recesses stood four
va~e - filled with flowers and the implements of the
barber's art-scissors, razors, lancets, hand-mirrors, large pinc_ers to extrac_t te~th, brandi~girons to cautenze the arteries m amputating
limbs strong combs, but not a hair-b1·u sh, for that
imple~ent is never u sed by Persians. From the
barber's girdle hung a round, copper water-bottle 1 hi s strop, and a pouch...to hold his instruments.
] n his bosom was a small mirror, the prese,J1tation
of which to hi s customers is a s ign that the 'vork
is fini shed and that the man waits for his fee. The
barber s haves the heads of his customers, dyes
their beards, pulls their teeth, blisters and bleeds
them when ailing, sets their broken bones and
shampoos their bodies.

ing himself a s the champion rat-killer of the
States, told the prnprietress that, in consideration
of a good dinner, he would destroy every rat upon
the premi ses. To this she readily consented, as
the hou,se was ;ndeed tenibly infested with the
vermin. The tramp was marshalled into the dining-rnom, and enough eatables were set before him
for three ordinary men, which he went through
in double qujck time; he then smacked his lips,
and called for something to drink to wash the food
down. The landlady gave him a flash of "old rye,"
and by the time it was gone he declared himself
satisfied, and said, "Now, then, clear the room
of everything, get me a club, and I'm ready for
business.'' Curious to know how he was going to
proceed, and chuckling to herself as she thought
how cheaply she was getting rid of the rats, she
soon placed a club in his hands. He rolled up his
sleeves, rubbed his hands together, and, holding
the club aloft, yelled, "Now, then, old . woman,
trnt out your rats; I feel like annihilating a couple of thousand of them!"

PLUCK AND LUCK
-

LATEST IS SUES - -

EGYPTIAN PYRAMIDS
1384 Jn<'k Gentleman; or. '!'urned Ont of SC'hool.
There are in a ll seventy of the Egyptian pyra- 1385 'J'be Cbosen Six~ or, The Bov Student Nihilist.
1386
Bov ContraC'tor: or, How He Built u Railroad
mids. Seven of these are at Gizeh, five at A1usir, 1387 The
''Young Thomas-T"; or, The Fortunes or a Beli
eleven at Sakkara, five at Dashux, and the reBoy.
mainder are scattered throughout Egypt. Some 1388 From Printer to President; or, The Boyhood ot ,.
Great Statesman .
..
of these are built of stone and some of brick. The
Jerry and Joe; or, Three Boy Hunters In tbe
principal ones, including the great pyra~id of l3b9 Jack,
A(11ronclncks.
Cheops, are at Gizeh. The great pyramid W?.S 1300 Wasbiugton Ko. 1: or, ThP Fire Boys of Graydon.
erected as a mausoleum for Khufu, or Cheops, of 1391 '.1.'hat Boy Bob; or, The Diamond '£hot Came by
Express.
the fourth Egyptian dynasty, who ;·eigned ~bout
3800 B. C. It is constructed of stone, transported 1392 The Gun Boot Boys; or, Running the Batteries of
Vicksburg.
for the most part over a cau~eway eight miles
A Star nt SL'ltPeu; or, The B01• Actor's Triumph.
Jong, extending from the _qua rnes. to the site. It Ja93
1394 Wearing His Colors; or, The Captain ot the Adonis
is said that the construction of this causeway ocFootball Team.
cupied about one hundred thousand men :!:or ten 130:i ln Peril of Pontiac ; or, The Boys ot the Frontier
Fort.
years.
Dudley's Dime; and, H ow rt Macle His ForTwenty yea1·s more :were cons~me<:1 in ~he build- 1396 Dick
tune.
ing of the pyramid itself, which 1s 4o0 feet 9 1307 Out With n ~chool Ship; or, From Apprentice to
Admiral.
inches in height and 646 feet square at the base,
and is estimated to contain 6,800,000 tons of st?ne. 1398 WHshingtou·s mack Chargers; or, Tbe Boys Who
Foug-ht for Liberty.
The four sides exactly fa~e the four card1_nal 1399 The
Ready RNls; or. 'l'lH' Fire Roys ot Fairfax.
points. This is the case w1tl_1 all the pyra~1d~. 14-00 Talking 'l'om; or. The T,uck of n Poor Boy.
The interior contains what 1s call~d th~ king s 1401 Always on Tlrrle; or, The Triumphs of a Boy Engineer.
chamber and the queen's chamb~r-m wh_1ch sar]402 Hnl Rortou's Grit· or. A B<t:v From the Country.
cophagi the bodies of the sovereign and his quee!1 1403
In Ebony Lnncl; or, A Yankee Boy in Abyssinia.
·were found-and numerous small chambers. ::1r!- HO~ llnl !low,•. the BO)' Reportl'r; or, A Shari, Lad's
Work for a Grl'at :-.'l'w8pnper.
ous theo:'.ies have been advanced as to the rehg1ou. and astronomical u ses intended in the con- 140:, Little Jluft'alo Bill. The Boy Scout ot the Rio Del
Norte.
struction of the great pyramid and several of the
School at J3urr Knob; or, The Trials of n Boy
minor ones, which, as they are ~or the most pa~·t 1406 'J'be
~J.'('IAcher.
conjectural and could not b,e fairly presente~l m , 1407 Charley Barnes' Bank; or, How n Penny Made a
.Fortune.
anythin1,. le~s than a large volume, cannot be given
here,
For sale by ..:11 newsdealers, <1r wlll be eent to any
address on receipt ot price, 8c, per copy, In money •r

A RAT STORY
The following story is related of an old man
who keeps a tavern "out ,vest." One day a
t rarrp walked into the bar-room, and, represent-

Pof!ltage stamps.

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.,
166 West 23d Street.
New York City
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HERE AND THERE
HOW PARROTS ARE CAPTURED
To capture parrots the natives of Br'.'-zil watch
the meeting places, and when the fledghn~s are a
few days old the feathers of one of the wmgs are
trimmed. Later these birds are easily captured,
placed on perches and taken to the nearest village.
AMETHYST'S POWERS
Amethyst is traditionally _supposed to have the
virtue of warding off or cunng drunkenn~ss. The
word itself, which comes from the Greek, 1eterally
means "not intoxicating." The amethyst also has
been held to have the power to make men shrewd
in business deals.
STRANGE FREAKS OF BULLETS
At the battle of Peach Orchard, Va., when McClellan was baking his change of bace, a_ Michigan infantryman fell to the ground as 1f shot
dead, and was left lying in a heap as the regiment chauged position. The bullet. that had hit
him first struck the barrel of his gun, then
glanced and struck off a button of his coat, tore
the watch out of his vest pocket, and struck the
man just over the !:i.eart, where it was stopped by
a song-book in his shirt pocket. He was ~nconscious for three-quarters of an hour, and 1t was
a full month before the black-and-blue spot disappeared.
At Pittsburg Landing a member of the 12th
Michigan Infantry stopped to give a wounded
man a drink from his canteen. While in this act,
a bullet aimed at his breast strl!ck the canteen
and buried itself in the leg of a horse. The canteen was split open and dropped to the ground in
halves. At" the Jecond battle of Bull Run a New
York infantryman was passing tobacco to a comrade when a bullet struck the plug, glanced off
and buried itself in a knapsack. The tobacco was
rolled up like a ball of shavings and carried a
hundred feet away. Directly in the line of the
bullet was the head of a lieutenant, and, had not
the bullet been deflected, he would certainly have
been wounded or killed thereby. As it was, he had
both eyes filled with tobacco dust and had to be
led to the rear.
At Brandon Station one of Custer's troopers
had his left stirrup-strap cut away by a grapeshot, which passed between his leg and the horse,
blistering the skin as if a red-hot iron had been
used. He dismounted to a scertain the extent of
his injuries, and as he bent over, a bullet knocked
his hat off and killeC: his horse. In the same fight
was a trooper who had suffered several days with
a toothache. In a hand-to-hand conflict he received a pistol-ball in the right cheek. It knocked
out his aching tooth and passed out through the
left corner of his mouth, taking along a part of
an uppH tooth. The. joy of getting 1·id of the
toothache was so great that the trooper could
riot be made to go to the rear to have hi:; wound
dressed.
HE SAED THE BANK
"We've got a brave clerk in our neck of the
woods who some day will make his mark in the
worl,i," faaid a Cheyenne, \Vyo., correspondent.

"He is only 19 years old, but he's a hummer.
Several years ago, while the president of the bank:
was away, the cash ier was taken sick and in a
few hour~ was in a delirious state. The young
Napoleon was left in sole charge of the bank.
Some evi l-disposed person sta1ted the story one
after.noon that the institution was in a bad way,
and mt1mated that the pres ident had skipped the
country and that the cashier's illness was only a
bluff.
"Befo1·e night it was evident that there would
be a run on the institution the next morning.
The young clerk knew there was scarcely money
enough to last an hour. He had no one to advise
him, but he acted promptly. Ile called on the
leading hardware merchant and held a brief confe1·ence. Then this young Napoleon went home
whel'e_ he f_ound a c~mmittee from the depositor;
awa1tmg hrn~. He did, not wait for them to speak,
but made this bluff: I refuse to discuss business
with you. There will be $50,000 in gold here in
the morning, and there is a like amount in the
safe. You may draw out every dollar you have
deposited and we'll be glad to get rid of your
small accounts.' Then he turned on his heel and
left the co mmittee.
"Bright and early there assembled at the bank
the creditors. Just before time for opening the
doors an express wagon was driven up, in which
were seated two heavily armed men, one of them
the watchman of the bank. A pathway through
the c~owd: was made, and the watchman began
carryrnf:' rnto th~ ba~k ~anvas bags containing
gold corn, as plamly rnd1cated by the prominent
marks. Some of the basrs"were marked '$5,000'
and one or two '$10,000.' The people saw these
bags, heard the clink of the metal, and believing
the bank was '0. K.,' were about to move away.
"Just as the last bag of gold was handed into
the door the young financier threw the b ... nk open.
The crowd· did not make any effort to reach the
paying-teller's window. 'Come on now, every one
of you,' shouted the clerk. No one responding,
he made another bluff. 'You must come and get
your money. y,re don't want your accounts any
more. Here, Jim Hartley, take this and sign this
receipt in full. Here, Bill Wyman, come and get
your dust.' He insisted on their taking the
money. Just at this juncture the committee came
and begged the clerk to 'stop, for God's sake.'
They almost got down on their knees to ask the
bank to k~ep their money. The young Napoleon
finally consented, but declared if there was ever
'any more nonsense he would throw- every depositor's money into the street.' The crowd departed
happy and confident that the bank was one of the
strongest institutions of its kind in America.
"Their confidence might have been shaken had
they known the canvas bags marked '$5,000 gold,'
etc., and bedaubed with red sealing wax, contained nothing more or less than iron washers
which the young clerk had purchased from th~
hardware man who had otherwise assisted in the
deception, he being convinced of the soundness of
the bank. The two men the young Napoleon insisted on paying the bank had long wished to get
rid of."
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WORK & WIN
Stories About Fred Fearnot
We can still supply the following numbers of the
.
"Fred Fearnot" stories: ·
Price 8 Cents Each
}33!) Freil l-'enrnot·s 8t>ar<'h tor !"mith; or, The Man Who

J337

"

1338
1339

"
"

1340

"

1341

"

1342 "

1.,4:I "

C'onltl Xot He J,'ou11<1.
·
At the Fair: or, Shaking Things Up at Shagtown.
Hunted; or, A Plot Tlint Was Hara to Solve.
nnd the Boy Boxer; or, Giving II Pugilist
Points.
'l'emperance Play; or, Fighting Drink with the
Drama.
DPath Slide; or, Down tbe Great Mountain
Flume.
Cnll hy Wireless: or, the Friend Wbo Played
him false .
nntl tlw C!•H·n QuartPttP~ or, ;nm. Jack, Joe
::i

tJ<l

J362

"

1311:1
1364

"
"

136(1

·'

nnd " Hard L11ck Harry"; or, The Boy Who wns

l3G7

"

1368

"

Li~htnlng Drive: or, The Champions of the
Rink.
and the Indian Queen; or, The "Bad" Men of
the Trad Ing Post.
Cross Country Run; or, Winning the Great
Poper Chase.
Tralnln~ '!'rip; or, In the South with a Baseball Nine
and J,lttle Dick: or, The Trlnls of n Poor
Working Boy.
Bnsehnll Giants; or, Winn in g , the Opening
Gnm<>.
Boy Lite-Savers; or, Brave Work On the
'B<>RCh.
nt Lone Pine; or The Mystery of the Moon~hlne
rnmn.
Playing the Game;_or. Out With His New Nine.
Rond Riders: or . .t1.ustllng With Roughs.
and the Battery Boys ; or, After the Wharf Rats.
('IP,·<>r C'nn·ps: or Jlpnfin g Out the TIAtRmen.
Jslnn<l :!lf)·StPr)·: or. ('amping in Cnnarla.
ROY MnnPl ; or, Tlringing Out n Yonng·Pitcher.
Ra.rel Pnll; or, Winning thP Rin~IP Rrt1IIR.
Among th<' T'oor; or. 'rh<> nark RldP of Lif<>.

"

1:145 "
1346 "
1:1-•, "
1348

"

1:W)

"

13:.il

"

1:mo "

mm ··

l3:i3

"

l3M

"

J:l'\!'i

"

13::iG "
13~7

"

j3:;s "
l:Jri9

••

1360

"

J361

"

131\!l

"

1370

"

1371 "
1372

"

1373

"

J3'i·l

"

137~ "
1376 "
1377 "

l:178 "
J379

"

J:181

"

1382

"

J3M "

FROM ALL POINTS
WHITE AND BLACK PEPPER
Black pepper and white pepper are both produced from the peer berr, grown on the epper
plant, a perennial vine or climbing shrub. Originall a native of the East Indies, the pepper plant
now grow in a number of tropical countries, )articularly in Southern India, Borneo, Sumatra,
Ceylon, Siam, the West Indies, the Philippine.:i
andFrench Indo-China. The berry growing on
the pepper plant is picked before it is 1·ipe and
then dried and ground. In this way ordinary
black pepper is obtained. To obtain white pepper
the black pepper berry is allowed to ripen and the
coatings of the berry are 1·emoved before grinding.

JprrY.

and th<' Girl Telegrapher; or, Fighting the
Train Th!Pves.
'l'ry for Goal; or. Winning In t'he Last Moment.
Indian Boy: or Civilizing a Savage.
Grl'nt !"ncrill<-e ! or, All for the Sake of n
FrlPnd .
nnrl "Tired Tim": or. '!'he T,azlest Bov In Town.
Foothall Giant~; or. Handling a Henvy Line.
E~plnrln~ Trip: or, A Week In the Crystal
CnveR.
·
nn,1 the Fur Hooters; or, A Trip to Hudson's
Bny.
Long Pnss: or. The Play That Puzzled All.
antl the "Dntrh Flyer": or, Up Against the
Clrnmplon Rkater .
Mvstle Mark; or. The Hlndoo's Strange Warning.
ke Cnttf>r: or. ThP FaRteet Boat on the J,ake.
all'd the Ilov Millionaire; or, On the Road
to Rnln .
HorkPv Winners; or, A Hot GRme on the Ice.
Fl'f·p. )f;Jr ~Jlde: or. The Toboggan In the
:\fonntal11R.
WP"k of Dani::er: or, Deallnit with the Whart
r.nng,
In fhe Gym; or. Winter Sport with College
Hoye.
anrl thP Burled Gold; or, Fighting the Mexican
Bandits.
Or"nn Voyage; or, The Mystery or Stateroom
No. 10.
Hundred-Mlle Race: or, Ten Honrs on Rkates.
01111 the Shipping Clerk; or, Saving nn Honest

J3H
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A lwR)'S In Troub!P.

Any or the abo,·e n11mbers will be malle,1 to yon
po-.tnge frff, upon rfi'·t>tpt of the prlc«> 1n ..-iont"y. or
pm-1tagf> ~tamps.

HARRY E. WOLFF, Pl}BLISHER. JNC.,
lG6
~Sr,1 tnt-t,
New \. urk, N. i"'.
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.LARGEST DINOSAUR FOUND
Word has juse been received of the discovery
of the largest fossil ainoseur bones on record by
an expedition, under W. E. Cutler of the British
Museum, which has for the past year been working in the dinosaur beds in Tanganyika, formerly
German East Africa. The prize find so far uncovered is a shoulder blade six feet two inches
across. The dinosaur beds of Tanganyika were
discovered and partly wo1·ked by the Germans before the war, and many interesting remains have
been found there. There is a close resemblance
between the dinosaui· fauna of Africa and that
of Western North America, especially in the case
of the Stegosaur& or armored dinosaurs . . Even
the newly discovered giant has American kin,
though this particular dinosaur is represented in
American finds only by two limb bones.

VALUE OF MINUTES
Perhaps there never was given a more striking instance of the value of minutes than the
following: A party of ladies and gentlemen were
shown through a ver -ylarge carpet establishment
a few days ago. They were permitted to look into
every nook and corner of the building except one.
At the bottom of the stairway they came upon a
closed door, upon which were the words "Positively No Admittance." The curiosity of the ladies was now awakened, and one inquired :
"What is 'ii' there?"
"That is our workshop," explained the representative of the firm. "We have one hundred and
fifty women on that floor sewing carpets."
"Oh, I should like to see them at work," said
the fair questioner, with a playfully beseeching
look.
"I am sorry that I cannot take you up there,"
replied the firm's representative, "but the rules
are very strict. Really, there is nothing worth
looking at, and there are n otrade secrets there.
The reason why the firm interdicts visitors is because the presence of strangers in the room causes
every sewing-woman to look up, and takes her attention off her work from one to five minutes.
Suppose each woman loses an average of two
minutes. With one hundred and fifty women that
means a loi-s to the firm of three hundred minute~, or five hour~ of time. That is too much to
]oi;e when we ai-e working under a full hea.d ,of
stu,m, .. s we art now.''
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"What would I do if I .lost my .· Jb?"
W
you just as they are training thousands of other
men-no matter where you live-no matter what
your circumstances.
At kast find out how, by marking and mailing
the coupon pri-nted below. There's no cost or
obligation, and it takes only a moment of your time,
but it may be the means of changing your whole life.

HAT would you do? What would your
wife and children do?

Juppose your employer notified you tomorrow that he didn't need you any longer?
Have you any idea where you could get another position?

Mail the Coupon T6-da:vl
------,
~------------

You wouldn't have to worry' if you were
a trained man. You wouldn't have to spend
your mornings reading the "Want Ads" and
then trudging from place to place, meeting
rebuffs and discouragements, piling up bills,
finally willing "to do anything" if only you
could get on somebody's payroll.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Box 4489-D, Scranton, Penna.

Without cost or obligation , please tell me how I ean QUallfy for
tbe position or in the subject be/orB "hich I ha\•e marked an X:
BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES

ISaksmansblp
Adrertislng

Bulllneee Manag,ment
Management

!

lnduatrla.l
Personnel Org&nl.za.tion
Traffic Management
Business Law
Banking and Banking Law
Accountancy(JncludlmrC.P.A.)
Nicholson Cost Accountine
Bookkeeping

Better Letter&
Show Card Lettering
Stenography and Tn>hla
BusJneu English
Civil Service

Railway Mall CJerk.
Common School Subject,
Rtgh School Subjects
D Cartoonbls
Illustratlng

Private Secxetarr

Don't have this spectre of unemployment
haQ,ging over your head forever. Train yourself to do some one thing so well that your
services will be in demand. Employers don't
discharge such men. They promote them!

~ Spanish
O French
TECHNICAL AND

INDUSTRIAL COURSES

!Architect
Architects' Blue Prlntl

Electrical Engineerlog
Electric Lighting

Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
~ Machine Shop Practice
Railroad Positions

~

Decide to-day that you are going to get the specialized training you must have if you are ever
going to get a real job and a real salary. It is easy
if you really try.

Gas Engine O!leratlng
Civil Engineer
Surveying and Mapplnc
Metallurgy

Steam Engineering

D Radio

•

Contra ctor and Builder
Architectural Dra!tsmaa
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
Chemistry D Pharmaey
A utornobtle ·w ork
Airplane EngJnea
Navigation

Agrlculture and Poultry
Mat hematica

Name ....................................................... ,........................................ _

Street

3 .6-a4

Addresa ... .......................................................... .................................. .

Right at home, in the odds and ends of spare time
that now go to waste, you can prepare for the
position you want in the work you like best. For
the International Correspondence Schools will train

Clty ................................................. .st&te.........................................._
Occupation, ....... , .. ......... .. ... ..... .... .. .. ..... ... ............ ...... ..... .... .. ..... ........ ... .
Per,on, re,1dino ita Canada 11!0IUd ,end thil coupon to the Int.,-~
tio11ai Corr11po,adente 8c7toola Canadian> Limited~ Montreal, OCJJIOI&,

..
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OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS

WILD WEST WEEKLY

Useful, Instructive, arid Amusing. They contalq
Valuable Information on Almost
Every Subject.

1130 Young Wile! West's Biggest Panout; or, Arletta

LA.TEST ISSUES

ll31
1134

No. 26.

HOW TO ROW, SAlL AND BUILD A BOAT.

-Fully Illustrated. Full instructions are glven in tbls
little book, together wlth 1nstructlons on swimmtug and
riding, rompanlon sports to boating.
No. 28. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.-Every one ls
desirous o! knowing what his tuturP lire wlll bring
forth, whether happiness or misery, wealth or poverty.
You can t ell by a glance at this little book. Buy one
and be convin ced.
No. 29

HOW TO BECO!IIE AN INVENTOR.-Every

boy should know how lnventlong originated. Tbls book
explains them all, giving examples In electricity, hyd rnulks , magnetism, optics, pneumatics, mecbanlcs.
No. so. HOW TO COOK.-One ot the most Instructive
books on cooking ever published. It contains recipes
for cooking meats, ftsh, game and oysters; also plea.
puddings, cakeR and all kinds of putry, and a grand
collection or recipes.
No. 83. HOW TO BEHAVE.-Containlng the rules
and etiquette of good society and the easiest and moRt
approved m ethodR or appearing to good advantage at
arties, balls, the theatre, church, and In the drawf,n2
· room.
No. SIi. HOW TO PLAY GAMES.-A complete and
useful little hook. containing the rulea and regulations
of billi a rd s , l.ia11:atelle, back-gammon, croquet. dollli•t<•
etc.
No. 36. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS.-Contalntng a.I! the leading conundrums of the dny, amusing rldd! Ps , curi ous <'lltrhes and witty sa:vtngs.
No
40. HOW TO lllAKE AND SET TRAPB.-tnctudlng hin t s on how to catch moles, " ·ensels, otter, rats,
ft~,~!t~:l!lnd birds. Also how to cure skins. Copiously
No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END lllEN'S
JOK EBOOK.-Conta1ning a great varlety ot the latest
jokPs U$ed by the most famous end men. No amateur
• minstrels ls romplete without this wonderful llttle book.

1135
1136

1137
1138

1139
1140
1141
1142

and the Lost Prespectors.
Saving a Hundred Thousand: or, The Shot That
Stopped the Train.
" and the 'Redskin Sp:r; or, Anetta's Cle•er
Deeo7,
"
for Gold; or, Outwitting the MIM
" Forc<'d to Fight; or, How Arletta Bossed tbe
Oulch.
" and the English Earl; or, The Search for a
MlAsing Man.
" anJe~htJ~.dlan Agent: or, Arletta Shooting for
" Lasso Duel; or The Picnic at Dry Bottom.
" and the U. S. Marshall; or, Arletta as a Detective.
" Stopping a Flood; or, Savinfe a Doomed C11mp.
" a
~lte~all Coach: or, Ar etta and the Lad7
"

oi'i~ife~s.

1!

11n: ~~e J~~=-tlc Dozen; or, The Scourge ot Red
0
1144 " Helping the 9th Canlry; or, Arletta as a
Sharpshooter.
1145 " an3 Jhclo.1\1i:,~er's "Kid"; or, Fighting for a
l143

"

01

- A dascriptl on or th e wonderf uses of electrlclty and
electro m a gnPtlem; to!'(lc'ther " It full ln•tructloris for
maklng Eler trlc Toys. Batterieir, tc. By Georgp Trebel.
A. M., M . D. Containing over flrty tllustratlonR.
No. 48. HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL CANOES.-A
bandy book for boys, containing full directions for constru cting canoes and the most popular manner or sa 11ln,r them. Fully lllostrated.
No. 49. HOW TO DEBATE.-Glvlng role• !or condu cting d ebate~. outlines for debates, questions for discussion and the hes t sources for procuring Information
on t h e question g iven .
No. IIO. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS.
- A valuable book, glvlng Instructions in collect ing, preparing, mounting and preserving birds, a nima ls and in sects.
No. 51. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH CARDS.-Contalnlng explanations of the general principles of alelghtof-hand appll cahtP to card tricks; or cnrrl trl r ks with
ordin a ry card s, a nd not r equiring s leight-of-hand; of
tricks Involving s leight-of-hand, or the use ot specially
prepared card s. Illustrated.
No. 112. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-A complete and
handy little book, giving the rules and full directions
for playing E uchre, Cr~bbnge, Casino. Forty-Five,
Rounce, Pedro Sancho, Dritw Poker, Auction Pitch, All
Fours, and many other popular games of cards.
No.. 114. HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE PETS.Giving complete Information as to thP manner and method of raising, keeping, taming. bre~dlng anrl managing
9.lt kinds of pets : also glvlng full Instructions for making cages. etc. Fully explained by twenty-eight lllos•
trRtlons.
l'or aale b7 all newll4ealere, or wUl be - t to aar
addreH on receipt of prlee, toe. per oop7,
ta moaey or atftmpa, bJ'

a~ie tt~tfl!~skln Rustlers~ or, Arletta Saving
1147 " Fight on the Me~a: or, Surrounded hy Greasen.
1148 " LeRdlng a Rald; or, Arletta and the Bars of
Gold .
1149 " e.tB!:3:r~e Camp; or, A Fourth of .July on the
1150 " CornPl'ed. b'I Apaches; or, Arleth and the
Poisoned rrow.
115t " and "Innocent Ike": or, Trapplnv 11 TrlckJ'
Rustle1.
110? " PrRlrle Pursuit; or, Arletta a Capttve.
115~ " and the Texas Cowboys: or, The Scrimmage
with the Sheepmen.
1154 " WRshin11: Out Gold: or, Anetta's Luck.v Discovery.
11[,5 " Mexican Mlxup; or, 1'be Stiver Mine Dispute.
1156 " at thP. Wldow's Claim; or; Arletta's Brave Defense.
115T " and the Range Boss; or, Crooked Work at t-he
Sleepy .J.
115B " Caught by Savages; or, Arletto.'s Daring
Res<'ue.
1159 " and the Mexican Deadsbot; or, The Shooting
Match On the Border.
1160 " at Hard Luck; or. Arletta and the Rtream of
Gold .
1161 " Defending a Ranch; or, Besieged by Cattle
Rustlers.
1162 " and the Miner's Trap: or. Arletta's Great Shot
ll63 Youn11: Wild West at Ace Hi11:h Fair: or The
T,ivPllest Time on RPcord.''
1164 " Rl~ky Ride: or. Arletta and tbe Gnlcb Gan11:.
1165 " Bu ckskin flanrl: or, The Rherlff"s Bi11: Mlstnke.
1106 " DouhlP '.l'rlumnh: nr, Ariettn Ravin!? the FlaA'.
1167 " anrl " C'owhoy Jack" : or. Rpollln11: n Rnnt'h Raid.
1168 " Only Chancp: or. Arietta's Quick Throw.
1109 " DP•pera te Charge; or. The Rbot That Beat the
RPrlskins.
1170 Young Wlld West at Gold Dust Flat: or. Arletta
and the Secret Ba nrl .
1171 " in Danger: or, Helping the Trapped CavalrymPn
1172 Young Wild W Pst nnd thP Dutchman's Claim; or,
Arietta DPfenrling Her T,lf('.
1173 " Taming thP Cowpunchers; or, The Hard Crowd
or Bull Tail Ranch.
•
1174 " Arter thP " Vultures": or. Arletta and the
B nnd of Ten.
1175 " Calling the Two Gun Man; or, Saving a Sher11r•s Lite.
1176 " a net th e Boy Ranrhero; or. Helping a Tenderroot to Su cc~sN.
1177 " an rl " Ginger .Jake"; or The Boss of Gimlet
Gul<' h.
1178 " and th e C'hoctaw Chief: or. Arietta Def)'ing
the Redskins.
1179 " DPf~·ing 11n Ambush; or, Arletta Leacllng the
Cavalry.
1180 " Rav.-rt Bv a Signal; or. Arletta and the Vanish~
ing Ligh t.
For nle by all newsdealers. or wlll be sent to any a4•
dress on receipt of price. 8c. per copy, in money
or postaire stamps b:r

166 West 23d Street
New York City
HARRY E. WOLFF. Publisher, Inc.

HARRY E. WOLFP', Publisher, Inc.
166 West 23d Street
New York Cit.r,

No.

42.

THE

BOYS

OF

NEW

YORK

STUlllP•

SPEAKER.-<~ mtnlning a varied a ssortment of stump
speeches, Negro, Dutch and Irish. Also end men's Jokes.
.Ju•t the thing for home amusPment and amateur show~.
No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK llfiNSTREL
OUIDE AND .JOICE BOK.-Somethlng new and very
lnAtructlve.. Every boy should obtain this book, as it
contains full instructions for organizing 110 amateur
minstrel troupP.
No. 46.

HOW TO lllAKE A? ..., USE ELECTRICITY.

1146

"

